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basic aqueous solution (pH 8). (e) Integrated photoluminescence (PL) intensity as a function 
of absorbance at 350 nm at these two extreme pH values. See Table S3.2 for conditions. ... 70 
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Figure 4.1. Semiconductor and Bipolar Ion-Exchange Membrane Energy-Level Diagrams. 

Energy-level diagrams, focusing on the junction region, for an electronic (e
–
,h

+
) pn-junction 

semiconductor or an ideal aqueous protonic (H
+
,OH

–
) bipolar ion-exchange membrane 

consisting of a homogeneous cation-exchange membrane (CEM; p-type) and a homogeneous 
anion-exchange membrane (AEM; n-type): before the two phases are in physical contact 
(left), after contact and at thermal equilibrium (middle), and after contact and during light-
driven generation of charge carriers (right). Electronic energies for the semiconductor are 
reported before ‘‘protonic energies’’ for the bipolar membrane and are separated by a slash 
(/). Shown are relative energies of the two charge-carrier states, 
𝑬𝐧𝒌𝑩𝑻𝐥𝐧𝑵𝐜𝒏𝐢 =  𝑬𝐜𝒌𝑩𝑻𝐥𝐧𝐇𝟐𝐎𝑲𝐰 and 𝑬𝐩𝒌𝑩𝑻𝐥𝐧𝒏𝐢𝑵𝐯 =  𝑬𝐯𝒌𝑩𝑻𝐥𝐧𝑲𝐰𝐇𝟐𝐎 (black lines), 
relative spatial distributions of the electric potential for negative charge carriers (as an 
energy), −𝒒Ф (same black lines), and relative energies of the (quasi-)electrochemical 
potentials for each charge carrier (see key), −µ̅𝐡+= 𝑬𝐅, 𝐡 + −µ̅𝐇 + (blue), where EF is the 

Fermi level and the standard Gibbs free energy of formation of H2 and O2 were each chosen 

so that µ𝐇𝟐𝐎𝐨 = 𝟎. ........................................................................................................................................... 80 

Figure 4.2. Dye-Sensitized Bipolar Ion-Exchange Membrane. Arrangement and chemical 
compositions of structures in photoacid-dye-sensitized bipolar ion-exchange membrane, 
PSBM, and proposed transport processes. Photoexcitation of a covalently bound 8-
hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-tris(2-aminoethylsulfonamide) photoacid molecule (blue) results in a 
decrease of its pKa followed by deprotonation and proton transport in the cation-selective 
layer. Subsequent protonation of the photoacid molecule in its ground state is followed by 
hydroxide transport in the anion-selective layer. Initial charge separation is proposed to be 
driven by local electric fields at the interface of the two layers. ..................................................... 83 

Figure 4.3. Spectroscopic and Gravimetric Characterization of Dye-Sensitized Bipolar Ion-
Exchange Membranes. (A and B) Transmission-mode electronic absorption spectra (A) and 
photoluminescence (PL) spectra (B) of cPFSA after soaking it in 1 M HCl (aq) (red) and in 1 
M NaOH (aq) (black), PSBM after soaking it in 1 M HCl (aq) (green) and in 1 M NaOH (aq) 
(purple), and native AHA (gray). (C) Thermal gravimetric analysis data during a temperature 
ramp for the sodium form of cPFSA (blue) and chloride form of AHA (dark yellow). See also 
Figure 4.S1, Figure 4.S3, and Figure 4.S8. ................................................................................................. 84 

Figure 4.4. Electron Microscopy of Dye-Sensitized Bipolar Ion-Exchange Membrane. (A–F) 
Representative scanning electron micrographs of the interface of cPFSA and AHA layers in 
PSBM as a (A) wide view and (B) zoomed in view. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
elemental maps for (C) chlorine, (D) potassium, (E) fluorine, and (F) sulfur. See also Figure 
4.S4 and Figure 4.S5. ......................................................................................................................................... 85 

Figure 4.5. Photovoltaic Action from Dye-Sensitized Bipolar Ion-Exchange Membrane. (A) 
Cyclic voltammograms in the dark (blue), under illumination with 405 nm laser light 
(purple), and in the dark again after introducing fresh electrolyte (dashed blue) for PSBM 
wetted by 10 mM HClO4 (aq) on one side of the membrane and 10 mM KOH (aq) on the other 

side of the membrane. The direction of each linear potential sweep is indicated by the arrows. 
(B) Spectral response of PSBM (black) and Nafion|AHA (red), reported as Jph-sc values after 

correction for a small dark current, when illuminated intermittently with 532 nm laser light 
(green) followed by 405 nm laser light (purple), highlighted by these respective colors. See 
also Figure 4.S6, Figure 4.S7, Figure 4.S9, and Table 4.S1. ................................................................ 90 
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Figure 4.6. Proposed Dialysis Processes. Schematic representation of the major charge- 
transport processes that occur during electrodialysis or photodialysis. During 
electrodialysis, the lightning bolt represents an electric bias between the anode (left) and the 

cathode (right) (top vertical lines) to drive water electrolysis (1.5H2O → 0.25O2 (left) + H
+ 

(left) + 0.5H2 (right) + OH
– 

(right)). During solar photodialysis, the lightning bolt represents 

visible light that is absorbed in PSBM (top vertical lines) to drive water dissociation (H2O → 

H
+ 

(left) + OH
– 

(right)). ..................................................................................................................................... 93 

Figure 4.7. Electrochemical Cell for Assessing Dye-Sensitized Bipolar Ion-Exchange 
Membranes. Electrochemical cell and simplified circuit diagram for the 
photoelectrochemical experiments. Light was shone through the borosilicate glass window 
and into the acidic chamber where the incident beam contacted the dye-sensitized layer. The 
electric potential was measured across the membrane using two nominally identical 
saturated calomel (reference) electrodes (SCE). The ionic current was measured as the 
electronic current that passed through the potentiostat and between the Pt mesh electrodes 
(P1 and P2). .......................................................................................................................................................... 97 

Figure 4.8. Electrochemical Terms for Dye-Sensitized Bipolar Ion-Exchange Membranes. (a 
and b) Schematic representations of the electrochemical response of PSBM under (a) 
forward bias or (b) reverse bias polarization. Shown are the regions of the dye-sensitized 
cation-selective layer (cPFSA, yellow), the proposed interfacial space-charge region (light 
blue), and the anion-selective layer (AHA, green) as well as the proposed majority processes 
that occur during each condition and the effect that illumination has on ion transport. Except 
for the light-driven processes indicated at the bottom, these same processes occur in the 
dark. Eapp is the external applied potential, Eoc is the open-circuit potential measured in the 
dark, Jext is the net electronic current density flowing through the potentiostat, and Jmem is Jext 
but with respect to the membrane. ............................................................................................................. 98 

Figure 4.S1. Related to Figure 4.3. Transmission-mode electronic absorption spectra of PSBM 
after soaking it in 1 M HCl (aq) (green) and in 1 M NaOH (aq) (purple), corrected for the 
spectrum of AHA only, and compared to cPFSA after soaking it in 1 M HCl (aq) (dashed red) 
and in 1 M NaOH (aq) (dashed black). Each spectrum is corrected for scattering by 
subtracting its value at 600 nm from all data points in the spectrum. ........................................ 100 

Figure 4.S2. Related to Figure 4.3. Thermal gravimetric analysis data and its derivative 
during a temperature ramp for (a) cPFSA (red; derivative is dashed blue) and (b) AHA (grey; 
derivative is dashed black). .......................................................................................................................... 101 

Figure 4.S3. Related to Figure 4.3. Semi-logarithmic plot of thermal gravimetric analysis data 
over time for AHA after a quick temperature ramp to 120°C, the temperature used to anneal 
cPFSA to AHA for fabrication of PSBM. Four hours is the time used to anneal cPFSA to AHA 
for fabrication of PSBM and is indicated by the vertical dashed line. ......................................... 101 

Figure 4.S4. Related to Figure 4.4. Representative scanning electron micrographs of PSBM 
that exhibited poor photovoltaic action and poor adhesion of the cPFSA and AHA layers as 
evidenced by the presence of several ~20 µm voids (yellow arrows) as a (a) wide view and 
(b) zoomed in view. ......................................................................................................................................... 102 

Figure 4.S5. Related to Figure 4.4. a) Representative scanning electron micrograph of PSBM 
and (b – h) energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy elemental maps for each element with a 
significant signal. The scale bar in panel a is also valid for the data in panels b – h. ............. 103 
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Figure 4.S6. Related to Figure 4.5. Open-circuit potential chronopotentiometry data for PSBM 
wetted by 10 mM HClO4(aq) on one side of the membrane and 10 mM KOH(aq) on the other 

side of the membrane in the dark showing the loss of the open-circuit potential and its rate.
 ................................................................................................................................................................................. 104 

Figure 4.S7. Related to Figure 4.5. Open-circuit potential chronopotentiometry data in the 
dark and under illumination with 405 nm laser light (highlighted regions) for the best-
performing PSBM wetted by 10 mM HClO4(aq) on one side of the membrane and 10 mM 

KOH(aq) on the other side of the membrane (a) before correction for baseline drift (black; 
best-fit baseline drift (dashed red)) and (b) after correction for baseline drift...................... 104 

Figure 4.S8. Related to Figure 4.3. Absorption + Scattering spectra reported as –
log(%Transmittance) of PSBM wetted by 10 mM HClO4(aq) on one side of the membrane and 

10 mM KOH(aq) on the other side of the membrane (orange), an undyed bipolar membrane 
consisting of Nafion and AHA wetted by the same electrolytes (green), and water (black) 
measured in situ in a modified electrochemical cell that contained two borosilicate glass 
windows. ............................................................................................................................................................. 105 

Figure 4.S9. Related to Figure 4.5. Baseline-corrected chronoamperometry data measured at 
a small applied reverse bias in the dark and under illumination with 405 nm laser light 
(highlighted region) for PSBM wetted by ambient 10 mM HClO4 (aq) on one side of the 

membrane and 10 mM KOH (aq) on the other side of the membrane (black) and the same 
electrolyte after being thoroughly deoxygenated (blue).................................................................. 106 
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 This dissertation focuses on the initial results, development, and design concepts of an 

integrated photodialysis devices based on photoacid-sensitized ion-exchange membranes. The 

central themes of this work are understanding ion transport and the J–E characteristic under applied 

bias of ion-exchange membranes in the dark and in the light.  

 Chapter 1 provides a brief description of the need for an integrated photodialysis device by 

describing recent natural disasters where a rapidly deployable desalination device could have 

saved lives. Minimum device parameters to outperform a solar distillation device are discussed. 

This concludes with a brief comment on prior work to develop artificial ion pumps. 

 Chapter 2 details two studies of the J–E characteristics of a commercial BPM and how to 

design a better water dissociation catalyst. The first study contains an analysis of how the addition 

of supporting electrolyte can affect the built-in potential of BPMs and postulates on the 

contribution of water dissociation at low applied bias. The second study describes the synthesis of 

several poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene oxide) derivatives that contained aminopyrene, 

phosphonic acid, and tertiary amine functional groups and their efficacy as water dissociation 

catalysts at low and high applied bias.  
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Chapter 3 is our seminal report on photoacid-sensitized Nafion® where the synthesis and 

characterization of the functional polymer is described. The photoresponse of the sensitized 

membrane suggests that cations are transported against a concentration gradient of protons and 

that on average each had a turnover number >18. The modified membranes also exhibited 

photovoltaic properties where the direction of photogenerated current was independent of the 

polarization direction of the external bias. A control Nafion® membrane containing ionically 

associated non-photoacidic dyes was found to exhibit less than 5% of the photoresponse of the 

photoacid-modified membrane, supporting that the majority of the photoresponse was not due to 

non-radiative decay of the excited-state dyes. 

Chapter 4 details the incorporation of an anion-selective layer to photoacid-sensitized 

Nafion® to form a photoacid-sensitized BPM. Performances of these bipolar membranes was 

highly dependent on the conformity of the interfacial contact between the layers. The highest 

performing membrane exhibited a photovoltage of nearly 140 mV.  
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Chapter 1.  Introduction 

Chapter 1.1.  Motivation 

 Water security will be one of the most important issues in the 21st century. According to 

the World Health Organization, 4 out of 10 people are affected by water scarcity today.1 While 

significant progress has been made in the last 20 years in providing safe water sources to people 

around the world much of this progress is limited by access to infrastructure.1,2 As the human 

population continues to increase it is inevitable for large populations to be increasingly at risk for 

extreme weather events. Some notable examples from recent history are the hurricanes which 

struck Puerto Rico and New Orleans where millions of people were affected and the water 

infrastructure was compromised in both cases.3,4 To sustain those affected by the storm and 

accompanying damage to the water infrastructure millions of water bottles were transported to the 

epicenter of Puerto Rico and New Orleans. Unfortunately, at both events there was poor resource 

mismanagement and hundreds of thousands of water bottles were delivered to a distribution 

location but never distributed to people in need. Another disaster was in 2016 when a state of 

emergency was declared in Genesee County, Michigan because poor water treatment policy 

resulted in exposing more than one hundred thousand people to high levels of lead. As a 

consequence of drinking contaminated water 12,000 children in the county are expected to have 

permanent health effects. All three of these disasters could have alleviated by a rapidly deployable 

deionization device to quickly produce potable water. The U.S. Department of Energy in part 

motivated by the above tragedies has funded initiatives to improve water security and develop 

rapidly deployable water treatment solutions which are more efficient than current technologies in 

its “Water Security Grand Challenge,” which includes a $100 million water desalination research 
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hub.5 The kingdom of Oman also has a desalination challenge where the winner who delivers a 

handheld, stand-alone, low-cost, desalination device suitable for short-term use and rapid 

deployment is awarded $700,000.6 The below dissertation details the initial findings and 

development of an integrated photodialysis device which could be able to deionize water using 

only sunlight. 

Chapter 1.2. Current state-of-the-art standalone desalination devices 

 Desalination of sea water is an attractive proposition as 40% of the human population lives 

within 60 miles of the ocean.7 There are a two technologies that can be rapidly deployable and that 

do not require external electrical energy sources to convert saline water to potable water: they are 

reserve osmosis hand pumps and solar stills. Reverse osmosis is able to remove ions from water 

by pumping a stream of saline water against a semi-permeable membranes which contains small 

pores that allow for water molecules to transport through the membrane yet resist the transport of 

salt ions.8 Reverse osmosis is very efficient but the price of modular handheld devices have 

remained constant over the last 10 years at about $600 - $1,000 for a unit which can produce 0.9 

L/h.9 These reverse osmosis hand-pumps have significant maintenance cost as the internal 

membranes are prone to bacterial fouling which requires that the unit be maintained or else the 

device does not work effectively. Solar stills can come in many form factors but the simple 

spherical or single basin solar still is the cheapest and most easily deployable model. These single 

basin solar stills produce ~2.4 L/day for 1 m2 of active area where their maximum exergy 

efficiency, considering input work as sunlight to work output as produced clean water, is less than 

7%.10,11 Solar still efficiencies are commonly reported as thermal efficiencies with values reported 

as large as 90%; however, these efficiencies only consider heat utilization and not the energy 

required for clean water production.10,12 While solar stills are relatively inexpensive and simple as 
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compared to a reverse osmosis pump, their rate of only ~2.4 L per day is well below the 

recommended daily water intake for sustained adult health.13 There is a need for a more efficient 

and faster water desalination process. 

 Electrodialysis, a popular desalination technology before the maturation of reverse 

osmosis, relies on faradaic redox chemistry to drive the migration of ions through a series of ion 

selective membranes resulting in deionization of some internal chambers (Figure 1.1a). Addition 

of a bipolar membrane, a cation exchange membrane (CEM) and an anion exchange membrane 

(AEM) in close contact helps decrease rates of ion crossover. Bipolar membrane electrolyzers, 

which are similar to an electrodialysis cell, are still used for a large variety industrial processes 

such as acid production/recovery processes.14  

 

The rate at which water can be desalinated by electrodialysis is dictated by the magnitude 

of the current density of the system. Depending on the size of the membrane stack, the potential to 

drive the faradaic chemistry, typically water reduction and water oxidation, is significantly larger 

Figure 1.1 Diagram of two different electrolysis cell stacks where driving faradaic chemistry 

at the electrodes deionizes the diluent chamber using a) monopolar membranes or b) a bipolar 

membrane.  
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than that required to desalinate the water. For a single-cell, the minimum potential to desalinate a 

chamber can be predicted by a series of terms that each obey the Nernst equation. 

  𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝐸𝐻𝐸𝑅 − 𝐸𝑂𝐸𝑅 + 𝐸𝑀𝑒𝑚   Eq 1.1 

where Ecell is the potential of the cell, EOER is the potential of the oxygen evolution reaction, EHER 

is the potential of the hydrogen evolution reaction, and EMem is the potential required move ions 

up a concentration gradient. The reduction potential of EOER is 1.23 V vs EHER.15 EMem is equal to 

the following 

    Eq 1.2 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant (1.381 x 10-23 J K-1), T is the temperature (K), q is the atomic 

charge of the electron (1.602 x 10-19 C/e–), and α is the activity of sodium (Na+) or chloride (Cl–) 

(in)side or (out)side of the membrane. Seawater has a salt concentration of ~0.6 M NaCl and 

potable water in the U.S. has < 0.01 M. Therefore, using Eq 1.2. the potential required to move the 

last ion out of the diluent chamber is only 0.21 V.16 Thus to run the electrolyzer in Figure 1.1a the 

system needs 1.23 V + 0.21 V = 1.44 V to dialyze sea water to potable water and therefore wastes 

85% of the potential to generate undesired H2 and O2. Integrated solar photodialysis (ISPD) takes 

inspiration from the bipolar membrane electrolyzer but incorporates a novel power-producing 

membrane to drive ion migration through a stack of membranes (Figure 1.2a). Using ISPD to 

drive ion migration would make this electrodialysis system up to 85% more efficient than a 

conventional electrodialysis system. The minimum photocurrent needed to be two times faster at 

desalinating sea water than a solar still for a 1 m2 system assuming 8 h of full sunlight per day 

would be 1 mA/cm2 (Figure 1.2b). 

𝐸𝑀𝑒𝑚 =  
2.303𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
log(

𝛼𝑁𝑎+
𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝛼𝐶𝑙−

𝑖𝑛

𝛼𝑁𝑎+
𝑖𝑛 𝛼𝐶𝑙−

𝑜𝑢𝑡
) 
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Chapter 1.3. Previous demonstrations of artificial proton pumps   

There are several literature reports that postulate or attempt to create devices that utilize 

sunlight to pump ions up a concentration gradient.  These reports range from utilizing 

bacteriorhodopsin absorbed to a cation exchange membranes,17 self-assembly of asymmetric 

porphyrins across a lipid bilayer,18 hydrophobic merocyanine and spiropyran dyes intercalated into 

a porous polypropylene membrane,19 and using photoelectrodes that transport both electrons and 

protons.20 One of the most relevant systems was reported by Xie et al. where they incorporated a 

long lived photoacid, merocyanine and spiropyran, into a polypropylene membrane and 

illuminated one side with ultraviolet light and the other side with visible light and in doing so 

observed a large photovoltage of 200 mV and a photocurrent of 60 µA/cm2. This demonstration 

reported the highest performance when compared to all previous systems and was not reliant of an 

electron transfer event to happen in conjunction. Merocyanine and spiropyran are the same dye in 

Figure 1.2 a) Schematic representation of a simple ISPD water bottle where under illumination 

the power producing membrane will drive H+ and OH- ions against a concentration gradient 

which will cause the migration of Cl- and Na+ ions out of the diluent chamber generating potable 

water. b) Volume of potable water produced in an 8 h day from 1 m2 of an ISPD device at a 

given photocurrent from sea water (red dots) or brackish water (black dots) in comparison with 

current solar still technologies (blue line). 

a) b) 
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the ring open and ring closed forms and after excitation with light one form could rapidly convert 

to the other. In the ring open from the merocyanine has a pKa of 8.6 and in the ring closed form 

the pKa is significantly lower.19 The system showed promise but could only work if illuminated 

asymmetrically with ultraviolet light and visible light. We sought to improve on this system by 

incorporating an inherent asymmetry into our functional materials to separate ions that were 

generated from absorption of light from a single direction. 

Chapter 1.4. Approach on improving artificial proton-pump design 

 

 
 

a) b) c) 

Figure 1.3 Proposed dye-sensitized membrane morphologies with increasing complexity. All 

proposed systems were predicted to utilize the similar photocycles and closely mimic the 

förster cycle where upon excitation the protic group releases a proton into solution and the 

photoactive species will be regenerated after relaxation back to the ground state. a) Simplest 

system which consists of a photoacid-bearing monopolar membrane wetted by electrolyte on 

both sides. This design will be discussed in Chapter 3. b) Bipolar membrane with the cation 

exchange layer bearing photoacids and a structure that benefits from increased charge 

separation due to the large electric field at the interface between the CEM and AEM layers. 

This design will be investigated in Chapter 4. c) Trilayer membrane where the photoacids are 

bound to a solution processable polymer and only incorporated into the junction between the 

CEM and AEM. This system should maximize the efficiency of the system by minimizing 

parasitic absorption of dyes far away from the charge-separation interface and allow of finer 

control of the morphology of the photoacid layer in addition to interesting processing 

techniques such as electrospinning to generate higher surface area contacts.  
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 In this dissertation several photoactive functional membranes were evaluated (Figure 1.3) 

that each contained a derivative of pyranine covalently bound to Nafion precursor to construct the 

photoacid sensitized membranes (Chapter 3). As the system needed to be able to utilize sunlight 

without bidirectional illumination, it was imperative that an inherent asymmetry be incorporated 

into the functional membrane to separate photogenerated ions. This was accomplished using a 

bipolar membrane which contains a large electric field between the cation and anion exchange 

membranes (Chapter 4).  

Chapter 2. Characterization of bipolar membrane water disassociation 

efficacy using custom interlayers and commercial membranes     

Although, there is substantial literature that reports enhanced performance from BPMs 

there is comparably a much lower number of reports that characterize intricacies of BPM function 

and discuss which ions move or are generated at each applied bias. Chapter 2.1 discusses the 

meaning of the dark open circuit potential of a bipolar membrane and the effect that adding 

supporting electrolyte has on the current density vs potential (J–E) behavior and speculates the 

causes of ion transport under low applied bias. Chapter 2.2 discusses the effect of changing the 

pKa of the catalytic interlayer of a BPM and describes its water dissociation properties. 

Chapter 2.1. Electrochemical Characterization of Commercial Bipolar Membranes 

under Electrolyte Conditions Relevant to Solar Fuels Technologies21 

Chapter 2.1.1. Overview 

Water electrolysis using a catholyte and anolyte at different pH values requires a bipolar 

membrane to sustain the pH difference and 1.23 V to electrolyze water. Bipolar membranes that 
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separated concentrated aqueous acid and base exhibited an open-circuit potential consistent with 

the Nernst equation and rapid transport of protons and hydroxide ions. When excess supporting 

electrolyte was added to both solutions the membrane potential was measured to be ~0 V, which 

suggested that water electrolysis occurred at << 1.23 V and therefore, protons and hydroxide ions 

were not the majority ionic charge carriers. 

Chapter 2.1.2. Introduction 

Monopolar ion-exchange membranes attenuate mixing of fuel species while bipolar ion-

exchange membranes (BPMs) also attenuate mixing of ions. BPMs consist of a cation-exchange 

membrane (CEM) and an anion-exchange membrane (AEM), and sustain pH differences across 

the membrane even during the passage of large reverse-bias currents where electric-field-enhanced 

water dissociation generates the majority of mobile ions (Figure 2.1.1.).22 Each proton or 

hydroxide ion that migrates from (to) the CEM/AEM interfacial region is consumed (replenished) 

by proton-coupled-electron-transfer reactions at the electrodes. Differences in pH are useful for 

electrochemical technologies that incorporate materials that are inherently unstable in a single pH 

electrolyte.23 

Ünlü, Zhou, and Kohl reported use of a BPM in a polymer-electrolyte-membrane H2/O2 fuel 

cell.24 The overall thermodynamic potential for water formation (i.e. H2 oxidation and O2 

reduction; 1.23 V) remained the same as when a monopolar ion-exchange membrane was used. 

Mallouk and colleagues and Freund, Lewis, and colleagues independently demonstrated that this 

behavior also occurred when liquid electrolytes were used.25,26 They showed that BPMs wetted by 

aqueous acidic electrolyte on the CEM side and alkaline electrolyte on the AEM side supported 

and maintained pH differences across the membrane. In general, their reported theories and results 

were similar to those of Ünlü, Zhou, and Kohl; however, use of a liquid electrolyte allowed the 
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potential difference across the membrane to be measured selectively using four-electrode 

electrochemical techniques,27 which are analogous to solid-state four-point-probe methods.28 The 

open-circuit (resting) potential measured across the membrane (EBPM) using two saturated calomel 

electrodes (SCEs) was reported to be EBPM_SCE ≈ 0.8 V,26 which is consistent with the value of 0.83 

V calculated using a Nernst-like equation, 

𝐸BPM_SCE(V) =
𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
ln (

𝑎
H+
CEL

𝑎
H+
AEL) ≈

2.303𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
log (

[H+]CEL

[H+]AEL
) = 0.05916∆pH             (Eq 2.1) 

where R, T, n, F, 𝑎H+
𝑖 , [H+]i, and ΔpH are the ideal gas constant (8.314 J/K), (room) temperature 

(298.15 K), charge of a proton (1), Faraday’s constant (96,485 C/mol), activity of protons in phase 

i, concentration of protons in phase i, and pH difference across the membrane. Using these data, 

and the redox potentials of the Nernstian half-reactions for water electrolysis (i.e. 𝐸H+/H2 ≈ 0V 

vs NHE and 𝐸O2,H+/H2O ≈ +0.40V vs NHE), the potential of the cell, Ecell, was calculated per the 

following equations. 

𝐸ws = 𝐸H+/H2 − 𝐸O2,H+/H2O
                 (Eq 2.2) 

𝐸cell = −𝐸ws + 𝐸BPM_SCE = −(𝐸H+/H2 − 𝐸O2,H+/H2O) + 𝐸BPM_SCE = 1.23V           (Eq 2.3) 

where Ews is the chemical potential difference for water electrolysis. 

Several studies have characterized BPMs wetted by aqueous acid on the CEM side and base 

on the AEM side;25,26,29,30 however, no studies have reported electrochemical behavior when 

additional supporting electrolyte was present. These experimental conditions are important 

because supporting electrolyte is likely necessary in solar fuels devices that utilize two different, 

but non-extreme, pH conditions where the ionic strength is low. Data under these conditions, and 

our interpretations, are reported in this communication. 
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Chapter 2.1.3. Experimental 

All protocols have been reported previously in the literature,26,27 and are described in more 

detail in the Supplementary Information. 

 

Chapter 2.1.4. Results and Discussion 

Shown in Figure 2.2.2a is the current density vs potential (J–E) behavior of a BPM wetted by 

concentrated aqueous acid on the CEM side and base on the AEM side, i.e. 1 M HCl (aq) / 1 M 

NaOH (aq). The data obtained under reverse-bias conditions resembled that reported previously in 

the literature; EBPM_SCE = 798 ± 5 mV using two SCEs, which is close to the value of ~0.83 V 

calculated using Eq 2.1.26,30 Assuming the BPM equilibrated with the liquid electrolytes, by 

definition the electrochemical potential difference across the membrane would be 0 V. Because 

EBPM_SCE was non-zero, it suggests the SCEs do not sense the electrochemical potential difference 

and instead only sense the electric potential difference,24 which is equal in magnitude but opposite 

in sign to the chemical potential difference that is not being sensed. This same behavior underpins 

why pH can be measured across glass membranes and patch-clamp techniques measure electric 

potential differences across biological membranes.31,32 This was experimentally validated by 

measurements of EBPM using two reversible hydrogen electrodes (RHEs, i.e. Pt in contact with the 

H2/H
+ (aq) redox couple), where EBPM_RHE was measured to be ~0 V, the electrochemical potential 

difference across the membrane.  
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Like SCEs, RHEs are sensitive to the electric potential difference, which was 798 mV 

(EBPM_SC); however, RHEs are also sensitive to the chemical potential of protons such that the 

chemical potential difference is equal to –EBPM_SCE and the sum of these potentials is zero, as 

observed experimentally. 

Irrespective of the reference electrodes, biasing the membrane several hundred millivolts 

positive or negative of EBPM resulted in a nearly ohmic J–E response with an area-specific 

resistance of ~8.5 Ohm–cm2 from contributions of the membrane and two liquid electrolytes. This 

means that net transport of H+ and OH– to the CEL/AEM interface and water formation (forward 

bias) and net water dissociation and transport of H+ and OH– away from the CEL/AEM interface 

(reverse bias) are rapid and reversible processes.33 

 The J–E behavior of a BPM wetted by dilute aqueous acid on the CEM side and base on 

the AEM side, i.e. 10 mM HCl (aq) / NaOH (aq), was similar to that of a BPM wetted by 

concentrated acid/base (Figure 2.1.2a., inset), except that the current was about two orders-of-

magnitude smaller, with a forward-bias limiting current density (jlim) ≈ -0.6 mA/cm2 vs -50 

mA/cm2 in concentrated acid/base. Moreover, EBPM_SCE = 555 ± 8 mV, which is close to the value 

of ~0.59 V calculated using Eq 2.1, and is about four Nernstian shifts (~60 mV) smaller than 

EBPM_SCE measured in concentrated acid/base. Ews ≈ -0.64 V, calculated using Eq 2.2 and 2.3 and 

experimentally measured as -0.69 V using two three-electrode measurements; therefore, Ecell = 

Figure 2.1.1 Scheme depicting directions of migration for each ion, under conditions of (a) 

forward bias (E
app

 < 0) and (b) large reverse bias (E
app

 >> 0), and where a thick arrow 

qualitatively indicates that the transport number of that ion(s) is large. 

a) b) 
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1.23 V, the minimum potential required to drive net water electrolysis. 

The J–E behavior of a BPM wetted by 1 M NaCl (aq) on both sides is displayed in Figure 

2.1.2b and resembles that reported previously in the literature.22,26,29 At membrane potentials 

between –1.0 V and +0.8 V the BPM rectified ionic current with jlim ≈ 0.5 mA/cm2 which typically 

arises from co-ion transport through the BPM (Figure 2.1.2.), and its magnitude is a measure of 

the permselectivity of the ion-exchange layers.22,29,34 Similar to Figure 2.1.2a., for reverse-bias 

potentials greater than ~0.8 V, the current increased with applied potential, which has been ascribed 

to an increase in the rate constant for water dissociation at the CEL/AEM interface, and therefore 

an increase in Kw, an increase in the equilibrium concentrations of H+ and OH–, and a decrease in 

the limiting resistance at the CEL/AEM interface.22 

The J–E behavior of a BPM wetted by 10 mM HCl (aq) / NaOH (aq), including 1 M NaCl 

(aq) on both sides, resembled that of a BPM in 1 M NaCl (aq) with EBPM_SCE ≈ 0 V (Figure 2.1.2b), 

and thus the chemical potential difference of protons across the membrane was not sensed. 

However, Ews ≈ -1.23 V in 1 M NaCl (aq) whereas here Ews ≈ -0.64 V, and therefore using Equation 

3, Ecell ≈ -0.64 V which violates the second law of thermodynamics! Of course, this cannot be the 

case. Instead, this implies that protons have not equilibrated across the BPM and that the electric 

potential is dictated primarily by other excess salt species. A similar situation occurs across 

biological membranes and can be calculated using the Goldman equation;32 the electric potential 

generated from ions present at large concentrations dictates the direction for migration of ions 

present at small concentrations which remain far from thermal equilibrium. Notwithstanding, this 

suggests that water electrolysis can be driven at an applied bias potential of ~0.64 V but that the 

majority ions transported by the BPM are not protons and hydroxide ions, which must be 

transported for sustainable water electrolysis (see Supplementary Information). Instead, like BPMs 
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wetted by 1 M NaCl (aq) only, we hypothesize that supporting electrolyte is responsible for the 

ionic current until the potential difference at the CEM/AEM interface (ECEM/AEM) > ~0.8 V, where 

protons and hydroxide ions become the majority ionic charge carriers.22 Calculations using 

Donnan theory for the NaCl (aq) only data and Goldman theory for the acid–base–salt data support 

that under initial open-circuit conditions, ECEM/AEM << 0.8 V (see Supplementary Information). 

 

Chapter 2.1.5. Summary 

 The J–E behavior of BPMs under conditions relevant to solar fuels devices was 

characterized. When 10 mM aqueous acid and base were used, Ews = -0.64 V and EBPM_SCE varied 

from 0.59 V to 0 V depending on the concentration of supporting electrolyte; therefore, Ecell ranged 

from 0.64 V to 1.23 V. Because it is thermodynamically impossible to electrolyze water at standard 

state when Ecell < 1.23 V, net water dissociation must not accompany H2 and O2 evolution. While 

a holistic theory of the behavior of BPMs wetted by acid and base is beyond the scope of this 

communication, these data and preliminary hypotheses suggest that care must be taken when 

interpreting experimental data for BPMs. 

Figure 2.1.2 (a) J–E behavior of BPMs wetted by HCl (aq) on the CEM side and NaOH (aq) on 

the AEM side: 1 M of each (red circles) and 10 mM of each (blue triangles). (b) J–E behavior 

of BPMs wetted on both sides by 1 M NaCl (aq) with (green triangles) and without (orange 

squares) 10 mM HCl (aq) on the CEM side and 10 mM NaOH (aq) on the AEM side. 

a) b) 
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Chapter 2.1.7. Supplementary Information 

 

2.1.7.1 Additional Experimental 

Preparation of Bipolar Membranes 

Fumatech FBM bipolar membrane was purchased from FuMA-Tech GmbH and stored in 1 

M NaCl (aq). For electrochemical measurements, a piece of FBM was cut fresh and immediately 

placed in an electrochemical cell and wetted on both sides by the experimental electrolyte 

solution(s). After 10 min, the electrolyte was replaced with fresh electrolyte solution(s) and this 

process was repeated two more times prior to taking measurements. 

Preparation of the Electrochemical Cell 

The electrochemical cell consisted of two Kel-F (poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene)) blocks each 

containing holes on top for insertion of the electrodes and introduction of the aqueous electrolyte 
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solution into the central horizontal cylindrical channel (Figure 2.1.S1.). Platinum electrodes were 

used as the power/current-carrying (working and counter) electrodes and were placed on opposite 

sides of the membrane. Platinum electrodes were fabricated by soldering a platinum wire (1 cm 

long, 300 μm diameter) to a piece of insulated tinned Cu wire and inserting and sealing this into a 

glass tube using Loctite Hysol 1C two-part epoxy. Unless noted otherwise, saturated calomel 

electrodes (SCEs, KCl(aq) saturated) (CH Instruments, Inc.) served as the reference electrodes and 

were placed on opposite sides of the membrane to measure its potential. The reversible hydrogen 

electrode (RHE) was used as an alternative reference electrode. Holes in the electrochemical cell 

were wrapped with Parafilm to seal the electrolyte off from air and attenuate pH changes due to 

CO2 hydrolysis. 

The electrochemical cell was connected to a potentiostat (BioLogic VSP-300) with the 

current-carrying leads attached to the platinum electrodes and potential-sensing leads attached to 

the reference electrodes. (The AEM side of the membrane was nearer to the working electrode, 

while the CEM side of the membrane was nearer to the counter electrode.) Current densities were 

calculated by dividing the current passed through the cell by the geometric area of the membrane 

exposed to the aqueous electrolyte solution (1.54 cm2), irrespective of the area of the current-

carrying electrodes or the volume fraction of the membrane that was able to conduct ions. 

Electrochemical Measurements of Bipolar Membranes 
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Galvanostatic chronopotentiometry measurements at 0 A (i.e. open-circuit potential (Eoc) over 

time) were performed to verify that the membrane had reasonably equilibrated with the electrolyte 

solutions. After Eoc was stable to within one millivolt for a period of 10 minutes, potentiostatic 

chronoamperometry measurements were performed. Data recorded 300 seconds into each 

measurement, which was approximately the time required to reach a steady-state current, were 

used to construct J–E curves. In order to slow delamination of the BPM due to water formation 

and/or salt accumulation at the CEM/AEM interface, data recorded under reverse-bias conditions 

(positive potential on the AEM side) were obtained before data recorded under forward-bias 

conditions (negative potential on the AEM side). During reverse bias, the potential was stepped 

positively from Eoc in increments of +100 mV (except in increments of +50 mV over 650 – 950 

mV). The membrane potential was then allowed to equilibrate back to Eoc, notably because in 

neutral-pH salt conditions, initially Eoc ≈ 0 mV but after the final reverse-bias chronoamperometry 

measurement Eoc ≈ 830 mV. Then, during forward bias, the potential was stepped negatively from 

Eoc in increments of –100 mV. The small differences observed between the data in the two data 

sets in Figure 2.1.2b. at the extreme of each polarization direction (over ~400 mV) are due to 

unstable steady-state chronoamperometry data for the latter data set. 

Figure 2.1.S1. Scheme of the four-electrode setup used to evaluate the electrochemical 

behavior of bipolar membranes (dark blue, middle). Electrodes labeled 1 were nominally 

identical potential-sensing (reference) electrodes (SCEs or RHEs) and were used to measure 

the membrane potential. Electrodes labeled 2 were current-carrying (working/counter) 

electrodes (Pt wire) and were used to supply current to the electrochemical cell. 
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2.1.7.2 Balanced Equations for Water Electrolysis 

using Acid/Base with(out) Supporting 

Electrolyte 

 

The chemistry proposed to occur at an applied bias potential > 

1.23 V is: 

(A)node: 4 NaOH → O2 + 2 H2O + 4 Na+ + 4 e– 

(C)athode: 4 HCl + 4 e– → 2 H2 + 4 Cl– 

Membrane: 4 H2O → 4 OH–
A | 4 H+

C 

Therefore, the redox chemistry including ion migration is: 

Anode: Formation of O2 + 2 H2O + 4 e– 

Cathode: Consumption of 4 e– and formation of 2 H2 

Membrane: Consumption of 4 H2O 

The overall chemistry is 2 H2O → O2 + 2 H2. 

The redox chemistry proposed to occur at an applied bias potential of ~0.64 V in the scenario using 

dilute aqueous acid and base with salt is the same as above but where the membrane now facilitates 

co-ion transport: 

Membrane: 2 NaOHA | 2 HClC → 2 OH–
A + 2 Cl–

A | 2 H+
C + 2 Na+

C 

Therefore, the redox chemistry including ion migration is: 

Anode: 4 NaOH → O2 + 2 H2O + 2 NaCl + 4 e– 

Cathode: 4 HCl + 4 e– → 2 H2 + 2 NaCl 

Figure 2.1.S2. Scheme 

showing the proposed 

approximate ion concentration 

distributions (on a logarithmic 

scale) and electric potential 

distribution (on a linear scale) 

across a BPM when wetted on 

both sides by NaCl (aq) and 

with no net current passing 

through the cell. 
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The overall chemistry is 4 NaOH + 4 HCl → O2 + 2 H2 + 2 H2O + 4 NaCl, where, due to Hess’s 

law, 4 NaOH + 4 HCl → 4 H2O + 4 NaCl supplies the ~0.59 V driving force for the water 

electrolysis redox chemistry, i.e. 2 H2O → O2 + 2 H2. 

Calculations of Membrane Potentials using Donnan and Goldman Theories 

When a 1:1 salt (e.g. NaCl (aq), HCl (aq), NaOH (aq)) is used at the same concentration on 

both sides of a BPM, full analytical solutions based on Donnan theory exist that satisfy equilibrium 

conditions for all salt species across all interfaces (i.e. catholyte/CEM, CEM/AEM, and 

AEM/anolyte). Analytical solutions are obtained by solving coupled equations for charge 

neutrality: 

[Counterc
M] = [Fixedc

M] + [Co-ionc
M] 

[Countera
M] = [Fixeda

M] + [Co-iona
M] 

where Xe
P stands for the ion (X = Counter(-ion), Co-ion, or Fixed (charges in the membrane)), 

electrolyte (e = (c)atholyte or (a)nolyte), and phase (P = (M)embrane or (S)olution), and 

equilibration between all species at all interfaces based on differences in chemical potentials: 

[Counterc
S] x [Co-ionc

S] = [Counterc
M] x [Co-ionc

M] 

[Counterc
M] x [Co-ionc

M] = [Countera
M] x [Co-iona

M] 

[Countera
M] x [Co-iona

M] = [Countera
S] x [Co-iona

S] 

Approximate ion concentration distributions and electric potential distribution are shown in Figure 

2.S2. 

When a 1:1 supporting electrolyte salt (e.g. NaCl (aq)) and acid and base (e.g. HCl (aq) and 

NaOH (aq)) are used at the same concentration on both sides of a BPM, full analytical solutions 

based on Goldman theory exist that satisfy equilibrium conditions for most salt species across all 
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interfaces (i.e. catholyte/CEM, CEM/AEM, and AEM/anolyte), and represent a steady-state 

condition. Analytical solutions are obtained by solving coupled equations for charge neutrality: 

[Counter-1c
M] + [Counter-2c

M] = [Fixedc
M] + [Co-ionc

M] 

[Counter-1a
M] + [Counter-2a

M] = [Fixeda
M] + [Co-iona

M] 

and equilibration between all species at all interfaces based on chemical potentials: 

[Counter-ie
S] x [Co-ione

S] = [Counter-ie
M] x [Co-ione

M] 

[Counter-1e
S] x [Counter-2e

M] = [Counter-1e
M] x [Counter-2e

S] 

[H+
c
M] x [OH–

c
M] = [H+

a
M] x [OH–

a
M], and [Na+

c
M] x [Cl–

c
M] = [Na+

a
M] x [Cl–

a
M] 

where i = 1 or 2 based on the counter-ion of interest. While physically the salt species equilibrate 

at the CEM/AEM interface and the protons and hydroxide ions equilibrate at the CEM/AEM 

interface, they require different electric potentials to do so and therefore the membrane is under a 

steady-state condition. 

The results from both scenarios indicate that the potential difference at the CEL/catholyte 

interface (ECEL/catholyte) and the AEL/anolyte interface (EAEL/anolyte) each has a magnitude of ~0.06 

x log([Co-ione
S]/[Fixede

M]) and that ECEM/AEM = EAEM/anolyte – ECEM/catholyte. Because EBPM = 

ECEM/catholyte + ECEM/AEM – EAEM/anolyte, EBPM = 0 which was observed experimentally. 

Chapter 2.2. Use of synthetic chemistry to control the catalytic properties of bipolar 

ion-exchange membranes 

Chapter 2.2.1. Introduction 

Fuel cells and electrolyzers each use ion-exchange membranes to separate incompatible 

electrolyte species at their anodes and cathodes in order to optimize performance and prevent 

formation of explosion hazards. Since optimal electrolyte composition often varies between 
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preferred anode and cathode materials, these devices would be more effective if they operated with 

two different electrolyte conditions, such as pH differences between the anolyte and catholyte. 

Separating and maintaining equilibrium and non-equilibrium pH differences is difficult without 

the use of a bipolar ion-exchange membrane (BPM).35–37 BPMs are able to maintain pH differences 

rather well because of the relatively slow transport of ions other than H+ and OH– across the 

membrane. Under bias, BPMs are able to slowly transport these other ions or conduct H+ and OH–

provided that they can be supplied to the membrane at a fast-enough rate to not limit the current 

in the electrochemical device. Under forward bias, H+ and OH– are driven into the BPM from the 

electrodes providing sufficient concentrations to maintain moderately reasonable current densities 

on the order of 100 mA/cm2. However, under reverse bias, H+ and OH– must be generated via 

water dissociation, which is a slow process in bulk water but whose rate increases substantially in 

the presence of an electric field. Therefore, when applied reverse biases result in potential 

differences across BPM interfaces of greater than ~0.8 V water dissociation can be rather rapid; 

however, enhancing rates of water dissociation at biases less than ~0.8 V is less well 

understood.22,38  
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Simons, et al. were the first to report a connection between the rate of water dissociation 

and the pKa of the functional group used as a catalyst.39 This was later discussed by Mafé and 

Ramírez who derived expressions for both the electric-field-enhanced water dissociation model 

(Eq 2.2.1.) and chemical reaction model (Eq 2.2.2 - 2.2.4.).22 A cartoon depicting a general 

mechanism is shown in Figure 2.2.1.  The electric-field-enhanced water dissociation model is 

proposed to obey the following equation based on Onsager’s theory, 

𝑘𝑑
𝐸𝐹𝐸 = 𝑘d

0 𝐼1(√−𝑏)

√2𝑏
,  𝑏 =

0.096𝐸

𝜀𝑟𝑇2
            Eq 2.2.1. 

where kd
EFE is the water dissociation reaction rate constant (M/s) in the presence of a local electric 

field, kd
0 is the bulk water dissociation reaction rate constant (M/s) in the absence of an electric 

field, I1 is the first-order Bessel function, E is the external electric field (V/m), εr is the local relative 

permittivity, and T is the temperature (K). This behavior is not observed experimentally, as 

evidenced by little current being passed under reverse bias for BPMs lacking water dissociation 

Figure 2.2.1. Cartoon mechanism of the water dissociation occurring in a bipolar membrane 

where water molecules can diffuse freely through each layer. In the catalyst layer there is 

enhanced water dissociation where the mechanism of which has been described using several 

models described by Eq 2.2.1. – Eq 2.2.4.  
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catalysts. Another model for BPMs is the chemical reaction model, which is proposed to obey the 

following phenomenological equation, 

𝑘d,rxn = 𝑘d,rxn
0 𝑒

ℓ𝐹𝐸

𝑅𝑇 = 𝑘d,rxn
0 𝑒

𝛼𝐹𝑬

𝑅𝑇            Eq 2.2.2. 

B + H2O ⇌ BH+ + OH−             Eq 2.2.3. 

BH+ + H2O ⇌ B + H3O
+            Eq 2.2.4  

where kd,rxn is the water dissociation reaction rate constant (M/s) of the rate-limiting reaction of Eq 

2.2.3. or Eq 2.2.4. in the presence of a local electric field, kd,rxn
0 is the bulk water dissociation 

reaction rate constant (M/s) of the rate-limiting reaction of Eq 3. or Eq 4. in the absence of an 

electric field, ℓ is a nanoscopic length parameter (m) on the order of the size of a water molecule, 

F is the Faraday constant (96485 C/mol), R is the ideal gas constant (8.314 J/K), E is the external 

electric potential difference (V), and α is the fraction of the potential difference that is felt by water 

molecule(s). Mafé, et al. note that this model is more phenomenological than the electric-field-

enhanced water dissociation model but they mention that the model still relies on initial 

assumptions of a weak electrolyte and that the α term is not the thickness of the depletion layer but 

rather on the order of the length of an O–H bond in water.22  

These initial reports often state that a large electric bias is necessary to observe any 

significant rates of water dissociation but provide no direct proof that a substantial electric field is 

necessary for some enhancement to the baseline water dissociation rate. Since then several reports 

have predicted that enhanced water dissociation occurs at potential differences across BPM 

interfaces of greater than > 0.8 V,40 or with a chemical potential using concentrated acid base as 

discussed in Chapter 2.1.21
 Several numerical and experimental studies reject the assumption that 

the electric-field-enhanced water dissociation model does not necessitate the present of some 

catalyst.22,24,41–43 Unfortunately, there has been little effort by the BPM community to identify 
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factors besides pKa to benchmark water dissociation catalysts. It is reasonable to postulate that a 

catalyst that can drive protonation and deprotonation of water at a pH relevant to the interlayer of 

a BPM would exhibit enhanced water dissociation. The pH of the interface of a BPM is believed 

to be roughly neutral, therefore catalysts with pKa values close to 7 should be able to outperform 

the traditional secondary and tertiary amine (pKa > 10.5) and carboxylic acid (pKa < 5) bipolar 

membrane water dissociation catalysts. Understanding the effect of water dissociation catalyst pKa 

is vital in the continued improvement in BPMs and increasing their utility. 

Many studies have varied the nature of the water dissociation catalyst at the BPM interface 

and evaluated the efficacy of water dissociation via indirect means of monitoring current via cyclic 

voltammetry or impedance via electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.36,39,44–48 Common 

catalysts include metal oxide particles and graphene oxide, which in addition to incorporating a 

catalysts may change the active catalytic surface area. Few reports directly quantify yields for 

water dissociation through analysis of the electrolyte by measuring the proton concentration via a 

pH probe or the co-ion crossover via ICP-OES/MS.34,45,49 Graphene oxide is by far the best catalyst 

that has been recently developed and has a variety of functional groups whose pKa values are 

reported to be in the range of 4 – 9, and notably where carboxylic acid moieties in ortho positions 

have pKa values of ~6.6.50 Most recent improvements in BPMs have come from physically 

increasing the catalytic surface area of the interface using electrospinning with the inclusion of 

graphene oxide or metal nanoparticles as catalysts in the interlayer between AEM and CEM layer.2  

Alternatively, Vermaas, et al. included different buffering electrolytes to control the pH of the 

solution and used a sequence of cyclic voltammograms and ICP-OES measurements to 

characterize the water dissociation behavior of commercial fumasep FBM. They observed that use 

of phosphoric acid solutions buffered to pH 7 resulted in a larger Faradaic yield for water 
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dissociation and a lower rate of ion crossover, but they do not suggest that rapid proton association 

and dissociation from the phosphonate buffer led to an increase in catalytic activity.38 Phosphonic 

acid containing cation-exchange membranes, although somewhat common, typically have a 

fraction of the conductivity of a similar polymers containing sulfonic acid groups, therefore 

limiting their utility in fuel cells and electrolyzers.41,46,52,53 There has only been one report on use 

of a phosphoric acid bearing polymer as a catalytic layer in a bipolar membrane and using 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and a simplistic equivalent circuit model the authors 

calculated that there was a three orders-of-magnitude increase in the rate of water dissociation rate 

under all applied potentials, but the authors did not corroborate these finding through any direct 

measurements of the electrolytes over time.46 

 

Chapter 2.2.2. Results and Discussion  

A series of derivatives of poly(2,6-dimethylphenylene-oxide) (PPO) were synthesized and 

characterized, which contained either low (6.5%) or high (70%) modification of the polymer 

backbone with phosphonic acid moieties (PPO3), aminopyrene moieties (APP), or diethylamine 

moieties (PNEt2) (Figure 2.2.2.). This resulted in polymers with pKa values in the range of ~2.5 

to ~11, based on pKa values of reported small-molecule analogs. The polymers were named 

according to their degree of functionalization, with the percent functionalization written as a 

number before the abbreviation for the functional group, e.g. 6.5 % functionalization with PPO3 is 

labeled 6.5PPO3. To adjust the pH of the catalyst layer in 70PPO3 and vary the fraction of R–

PO3H2, R–PO3H
–, and R–PO3

2– protonation states, several polymer blends were made with either 

acidic Nafion (NF) or alkaline XA9, an anion-exchange resin. Polymer blends are denoted by the 
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catalyst polymer abbreviation followed by an underscore prior to the added ionomer, e.g. 

6.5APP_XA9. 

 

  

Figure 2.2.2. Chemical structures of the poly(phenylene oxide) derivatives and estimated pKa 

values of the functional groups: a) phosphonic acid (red box), b) aminopyrene (green box), c) 

diethylamine (blue box), d) polyvinypyridine, e) Dioxide XA9.  
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Functionalized PPO polymers were placed between commercial Nafion RN212 cation-

exchange membrane and Sustainion X37 anion-exchange membrane and heat pressed under >4 

tonnes at 90 oC for 5 min. This resulted in stable membranes that remained as one three-layer 

laminate during electrochemical characterization. These BPMs were characterized by cyclic 

voltammetry (Figure 2.2.3.) using a four-electrode electrochemical setup with six chambers so 

that the electrodes were far enough from the BPM that local changes in acid or base did not affect 

the outcome of the measurements. We observed that 70% functional group density for phosphoric 

acid containing materials and tertiary amine containing materials reproducibly resulted in larger 

reverse-bias current densities than for PPO functionalized with 6.5% functional groups. This was 

likely due in part to a decreased resistance of the middle PPO polymer from the greater number of 

protic groups in the 70% functionalized polymer and/or more continuous water domains required 

to mediate rapid ion transport. The increase in current density observed at large bias polarizations 

also suggests that PPO polymers containing a larger percentage of functional groups drive water 

dissociation more rapidly. To directly assess this hypothesis, for each membrane we calculated 

Faradaic yields for water dissociation and resulting water dissociation current densities.  
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For PPO functionalized with a low (6.5%) density of single functional groups no 

measurable current densities for water dissociation were observed at an applied bias of < 1.5 V. 

This observation was not surprising given that rates of reactions are proportional to the 

concentration of active and accessible catalysts. Therefore, trends in water dissociation current 

density were only analyzed for PPO functionalized with a large percentage of phosphonic acid 

groups (70%) and as blends so that more proton donor and proton acceptor groups could be made 

available for the water dissociation reactions (Eq 2.2.3. – 2.2.4.). We observed a significant 

increase in water dissociation current density for catalyst layers with approximate pH values near 

neutral pH (Figure 2.2.4.). There is less certainty of the pH of the graphene oxide layer, because 

it contains several distinct functional groups with varying pKa values.50 Notwithstanding, the 

graphene oxide membrane exhibited the best performance under large applied biases with a 

Faradaic yield of 43% and a water dissociation current density of 6 mA/cm2. The highest 

Figure 2.2.4. Water dissociation (WD) (a) Faradaic yields and (b) current densities at the 

indicated potential biases as a function of the estimated pH of the catalyst layer (70PPO
3
 (pH 

7.5), 70PPO
3
_NF (pH 2), 70PPO

3
_XA9 (pH 7.79), GO (pH 6.6), and PNEt

2
 (pH 10.5)). The 

pH of each catalyst layer was estimated using a known pKa small molecule analog and the 

Henderson-Hasselbalch equation if the membrane was a co-polymer or a blend. 
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performing PPO derivative was 70PPO3_XA9 with a Faradaic yield of 10.9% and a water 

dissociation current density of 2.9 mA/cm2. While almost all prior studies reported current 

densities at large applied biases, we also analyzed the rate of water dissociation under small applied 

biases. In this bias regime, 70PPO3 exhibited the largest water dissociation current density and a 

faradaic yield that was >100 times that of GO under similar conditions. 

The Faradaic yield for water dissociation and the logarithm of the water dissociation 

current density were observed to be directly correlated with applied bias, in general (Figure 2.2.5a, 

b, c). BPMs that contained no catalytic functional groups exhibited no measurable yields for water 

dissociation at any applied biases. At large applied biases (> -0.8 V vs Eoc), FBM and GO each 

exhibited large rates of water dissociation and faradaic yields of >50% (Figure 2.2.5a, b). The 

best-performing PPO derivative was PPO3_XA9, which exhibited a Faradaic yield of ~15% while 

the worst-performing PPO derivative was PPO3_NF, which exhibited a Faradaic yield of < 0.1%. 

At low applied bias (< -0.4 V vs Eoc) water dissociation current densities for 70PPO3 and 

70PPO3_XA9 were 1 – 2 orders of magnitude larger than those observed for FBM and GO. This 

suggests that phosphonic acid groups perform water dissociation significantly better than the 

previously reported industry standards. Reasonably large current densities were observed for most 

materials at approximately -0.6 V vs Eoc, including FBM, GO, and 70PPO3_XA9. This observation 

is consistent with the literature observations of significant increase in conductivity due to fast 

electric-field-enhanced water dissociation. Moreover, the hypothesis of fast electric-field-

enhanced water dissociation is consistent with an exponential increase in the rate of water 

dissociation as a function of applied bias as predicted by Eq 2.2.2 and experimentally observed in 

the data in Figure 2.2.5c. These data constitute the first demonstration of a nonzero faradaic yield 
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for water dissociation at biases below approximately -0.8 V vs Eoc using an electrolyte that does 

not affect the water dissociation catalyst; the effect of electrolyte is discussed in Chapter 2.1.21 

It was also possible to decrease the activity of the phosphonic acid containing polymer by 

the addition of NF. Comparing the trend between the polymer blends of 70PPO3 (Figure 2.2.5b, 

c), 70PPO3_NF had a reduced current density for water dissociation by at least 1 order-of-

magnitude as compared to 70PPO3 which is consistent with our hypotheses because the pH of the 

catalyst layer was reduced under these more acidic conditions. This trend was less apparent in 

70PPO3_XA9, which exhibited a slightly smaller water dissociation current density (3.2 µA/cm2) 

than the native 70PPO3 (7.5 µA/cm2) at -0.1 V vs Eoc. However, this trend was reversed at larger 

potential biases where for 70PPO3_XA9 water dissociation current density was almost 1 order-of-

magnitude larger than that for 70PPO3. The addition of excess NF to the PPO3 membrane was so 

detrimental that the observed water dissociation current density was on the same order as that 

expected from auto-dissociation of bulk water in the membrane. This follows our initial assertion 

that the water dissociation catalyst must be in an environment where it can undergo both water 

protonation and deprotonation quickly to drive the catalysis effectively, i.e. at a pH value that is 

close to its pKa. These results, in addition to the other blends evaluated at -0.1 V vs Eoc indicate 

the water dissociation reaction of the phosphonate polymer near equilibrium is at least 1.5 orders-

of-magnitude faster than that expected from just bulk water. 
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Chapter 2.2.3. Conclusions  

 Several PPO derivatives were synthesized and characterized using NMR spectroscopy. 

Simple J–E curves were used to quantify faradaic yields and were often misleading due to the 

increase in current not always directly correlating to an increase in the rate of water dissociation. 

This is the first report in the last 20 years to characterize the efficacy of a phosphonate containing 

Figure 2.2.5. Faradaic yield and water dissociation current vs applied bias for FBM (pink), 70PPO
3
_NF (orange), 

70PPO
3 

(green), GO (light blue), 70PPO
3
_XA9 (dark blue), and 70PNEt

2 
(red). Ions generated from the normal 

thermal dissociation of water over the thickness of the space-charge region would result in a current density on 

the order of 100 nA/cm
2
, shown in panel b as a black dashed line (see Experimental section for calculation). 
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polymer and provided substantial evidence that it outperforms both aryl amines and tertiary amines 

in terms of water disassociation catalysis. It was also found that decreasing the pH of the layer 

through addition of NF to 70PPO3 it dramatically reduced catalytic properties which could not be 

explained by simply diluting the phosphonic acid group. More research is necessary to determine 

if this effect is due to a phase segregation effect. Finally, it is apparent that BPMs fabricated from 

phosphonic acids polymers with very little engineering and condition screening have comparable 

rates of water dissociation to BPMs that incorporate state-of-the-art electrospray GO layers.  

Chapter 2.2.4. Experimental 

Materials 

All chemicals were reagent grade and were used without further purification unless stated 

otherwise. All electrolyte solutions were prepared using 18 MΩ-cm water from a MilliQ® system. 

The following reagents were used as received from the indicated suppliers: poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-

phenylene oxide) Mn 20000 with a PDI 2.5 (Polyscience, Inc.), ( N-bromosuccinimide (99 %, Alfa 

Aesar), 2,2’-azobis(2-methyl-propionitrile) (98 %, Aldrich), triethylphosphite (98 %, Strem 

Chemicals, Inc.), 1-aminopyrene (97 %, Accel Pharmtech), diethylamine (99.9 %, Chem-Impex 

Int’l, Inc.), chlorobenzene (>99.5 %, Sigma-Aldrich), chloroform (99.8 %, VWR chemicals), 

methanol (99.8 %, Fisher-Scientific), hexanes (98 %, EMD Milipore),   chloroform-d containing 

0.05 % V/V TMS (99.8 %, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories,  Inc.), hydrochloric acid (37 %, EMD 

Milipore), N,N’-dimethylformamide (99.8 %, Acros organics),  sodium sulfate (99 %, Fischer 

scientific), potassium sulfate (>99 %, Acros Organics), sodium chloride (99 %, Sigma), potassium 

chloride (99 %, Sigma), PFAEM was provided by Chris Antunes in the iodide form in 45 ± 5 µm, 

Nafion NR-212 poly(perfluorosulfonic acid) membrane (2 mil (50.8 μm) thick, equivalent weight 

(EW) = 1100, Ion Power), poly(ethylene oxide) Mv ~1,000,000 powder, Dioxide Sustainion XA9 
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solution 5 % in ethanol,  Dioxide Sustainion X37 sheets where received in the chloride form and 

pretreated as reported and further processed in the hydroxide form,54 and Neosepta® AHA anion-

exchange membrane (Astom Corporation). GO bipolar membrane was prepared Dr. Yingying 

Chen and exchanged into the KCl form prior to use.  

Synthesis of brominated poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene oxide) (PPOBr) 

 

Radical bromination of PPO was performed according to reported literature procedure.55 

To a 100 mL two neck round-bottom flask 5.00 g (41.5 mmol benzylmethyl) of PPO, 1.5 g of (N-

bromosuccinimide (NBS 8.35 mmol), 2,2’-azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN, 70 mg, 0.4 

mmol), and chlorobenzene (25 mL).  The reaction flask was fitted with a reflux condenser and the 

reaction was heated to reflux 135 °C for 1 h, depending on the desired functionalization 

density. The reaction was then cooled to room temperature and added into ethanol slowly to 

precipitate the polymer as small brown beads and filtered. The polymer was left to air dry on filter 

paper for 20 min and then was dissolved in chloroform and precipitated into methanol. The 

precipitation procedure was repeated one to two additional times to yield a light brown solid. Solid 

polymer was dried under vacuum for 14 h and NMR spectra was acquired in CDCl3. The degree 

of functionalization was calculated by comparing the integration of the aromatic C–H resonance 

in the polymer main chain at, 6.2 – 6.65 ppm, the methylene resonance of the benzyl bromide (at 

4.2 – 4.35 ppm). The procedure used to synthesize 70% benzyl bromide was identical to this 

procedure but used an equivalence and reaction time listed in Table S1. NMR spectra are available 

in Appendix A. 
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Table 2.2.S1. Parameters used to synthesize different bromination products.   

Degree of 

Functionalization 

(%) 

PPO 

(g) 

NBS 

(mmol) 

AIBN 

(mmol) 

Chlorobenzene 

(mL) 

Time 

(h) 

Equivalent 

weight 

(g/mol) 

6.5 5 8.35 0.4 25 1 1924.99 

70 5 50 2.5 25 16 249.424 

 

Synthesis of Phosphonate ester PPO (PPOP(OEt)2) 

 

 Addition of triethylphosphite was performed in a similar manner as reported in the 

literature where the hydrolysis reaction was performed later as the PPO3.
56 To a 100 mL round-

bottom flask 1.00 g (0.51 mmol benzyl bromide) of PPOBr, 0.41 mL (2.59 mmol) of 

triethylphosphite, and chlorobenzene (25 mL).  The reaction flask was fitted with a drying tube 

and stirred at room temperature for 14 hr. The reaction added into hexanes slowly to precipitate 

the polymer as small brown beads and filtered. The polymer was left to air dry on the filter paper 

for 20 min then was dissolved in chloroform and precipitated into hexanes. The precipitation 

procedure was repeated one to two additional times to yield a light brown solid. Solid polymer 

was dried under vacuum for 14 h and NMR spectra were acquired in CDCl3. Syntheses for larger 

degrees of functionalization were all preformed with identical amounts of equivalence. NMR 

spectra are available in Appendix A. 

Synthesis of phosphonic acid PPO (PPO3) 
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The hydrolysis of ethyl groups on the phosphonate ester was performed on precast 

membranes which were prepared using the standard procedure described above. To a 250 mL 

round-bottom flask containing 100 mL of aqueous 6 M HCl, 1 – 3 free-standing PP(OEt)3 

membranes were added. The reaction flask was fitted with a reflux condenser and the reaction was 

heated to reflux at 100 °C for 24 hr. The solubility of the phosphonic acid polymer was similar to 

that described in previous reports of phosphonate-containing brush polymer derived from PPO.53 

It was found that the phosphonic acid polymer PPO was not soluble in boiling DMF, DCM, MeOH, 

DMSO, 1 M KOH (aq), 1 M HCl (aq), DCE, DCB, chlorobenzene, NMP, or dioxane.  

Synthesis of benzyldiethylamine PPO (PNEt2) 

 

 Addition of diethylamine was performed in a similar manner as reported in the literature 

where the hydrodrolysis reaction was performed later as the PPO3 .
56 To a 100 mL round-bottom 

flask 1.00 g (0.51 mmol benzyl bromide) of PPOBr, 0.135 mL (2.59 mmol) of diethylamine, and 

chlorobenzene (25 mL) was added.  The reaction flask was fitted with a drying tube and stirred at 

room temperature for 14 hr. The reaction added into hexanes slowly to precipitate the polymer as 

small brown beads. The polymer was filtered, left to air dry on the filter paper for 20 min, and was 
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then dissolved in chloroform and precipitated into hexanes. The precipitation procedure was 

repeated one to two additional times to yield a light brown solid. Solid polymer was dried under 

vacuum for 14 h and NMR spectra were acquired in CDCl3. Synthesis of a higher degree of 

functionalization was all preformed with identical amounts of equivalence. NMR spectra are 

available in Appendix A. 

Synthesis of aminopyrene PPO (APP) 

 

 To a 100 mL round-bottom flask 1.00 g (0.51 mmol benzyl bromide) of PPOBr, 0.564 g 

(2.59 mmol) of aminopyrene, and chlorobenzene (25 mL) were added.  The reaction flask was 

fitted drying tube and stirred at room temperature for 14 hr. The reaction added into hexanes slowly 

to precipitate the polymer as wispy green fibers and filtered. The polymer was left to air dry on 

the filter paper for 20 min, then was dissolved in chloroform, and precipitated into hexanes. The 

precipitation procedure was repeated one to two additional times to yield green fibers. Fibers where 

dried under vacuum for 14 h and NMR spectra were acquired in CDCl3. Higher degree of 

functionalization APP were not able to purified and isolated. NMR spectra are available in 

Appendix A. 

Glass cleaning procedure  

 Unfrosted borosilicate glass microscope slides were cut into 1 in x 1 in squares and placed 

into a 500 mL beaker. 250 mL of deionized water was added to the beaker and 5 mL of 3 % 
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Alconox solution was added. The filled beaker was then sonicated for 30 min then glass slides 

were rinsed with a copious amount of water. The beaker was then filled with 250 mL of methanol 

and sonicated for 30 min then the slides were again rinsed with water. Finally, the glass slides were 

sonicated in 250 mL of deionized water for 30 min then dried at 500 C on a hot plate then cooled 

to room temperature and stored in a plastic bag prior to use.  

Membrane Preparation 

All drop cast membranes were cast onto a clean 1 in2 glass slides. Phosphonate derivatives 

were processed in the phosphonate ester form and later hydrolyzed as a solid film, as described 

above. Each catalyst layer was dissolved in a 1 wt% PPO derivative and 0.1 wt% poly(ethylene 

oxide) in chlorobenzene. Membranes were drop cast using 30 drops of solution evenly distributed 

over the 1 in2 glass slide and dried at 50 ᵒC for at least 4 hr. Once the membranes were dry, they 

were placed into a petri dish filled with deionized water and allowed to swell off the glass. All 

membranes were stored in 1 M KCl (aq) with the electrolyte being replaced 1 additional time 

before processing into a bipolar membrane. All membranes prepared in this manner ranged from 

30 µm to 40 µm in thickness. 

70PPO3 polymer blends with XA9 and Nafion® (NF) were made in to increase or decrease 

the catalytic efficacy of the phosphonate groups by changing their protonation state. Solutions of 

XA9 and NF in DMF were prepared through solvent exchange and the membranes were prepared 

in the same manner as before. Predicted interlayer pH values were calculated using the Henderson-

Hasselbalch equation. Polymer blends were made in a 3: 1 ratio of sulfonate groups of NF to 

phosphonate groups of 70PPO3 to reach a predicted interlayer of pH < 0 and pH 1.2:1 ratio 

imidazolium to phosphonate group of XA9 to 70PPO3 to each a predicted interlayer of pH 7.79.  

These polymer blends of PPO3 were hydrolyzed in the same manner described above. 
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Unfortunately, the blend that contained a large concentration of XA9 became too brittle to work 

with as treatment in 6 M HCl (aq) would often cause the membrane to crack.  

Electrochemical cells 

All components and electrodes used in the two chamber cell (Figure 2.2.S1) with a 

description of their construction have been described in literature.57 The electrolysis cell in Figure 

2.2S2 utilized the electrodes and 5 mL Kel-F blocks and included four additions chambers with 

two 7 mL chamber and two 2 mL chamber all with identical dimensions and bore hole diameter. 

6 compartments were held together using an IRWINQUICK-GRIPOne-Handed Bar Clamp, 

Medium-Duty, 18". Neosepta AHA and Nafion NR212 were used as selective layers to block the 

transport of electrolysis products into the chamber neighboring the BPM in the electrolysis cell 

Figure S3.   
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Figure 2.2.S1. Two compartment electrochemical cell  
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Electrochemical procedures 

 Cyclic voltammetry experiments were collected in both the two and six compartment cells 

by conducting a series of 5 min chronoamperometry step at various biases ranging from -3 V to + 

0.5 V vs Eoc and plotting the last point in the timestep.  

Water dissociation Faradaic yield experiments at various reverse biases were conducted 

using chronoamperometry where the experiment was limited to pass either 4 C or 60 min followed 

by measuring the pH of each electrolyte chambers on either side of the BPM. After each 

Figure 2.2.S2. Electrochemical cell used to measure the current voltage behavior, Faradaic 

yield, and impedance spectroscopy. The Faradaic yield measurements were conducted in a six-

chamber dialysis cell setup to minimize the contamination of redox products. The cell is 

assembled such that Faradaic chemistry is driven in the outside chambers each with a dialyzing 

chamber in-between the inner most chamber which is contacting the BPM. Ion selective layers 

CEM and AEM membranes are positioned in a manner to resist product ions from the Faradaic 

chemistry or from the BPM from diffusing or migrating out of the immediate chamber they 

were produced in. All comparisons in this report will be made from observing the proton 

concentration in the chamber contacting the CEM of the BPM. The change in proton 

concentration proved to be more reliable due to low selectivity for protons due to large 

concentration of the supporting electrolyte leading to higher amounts of crossover into the 

chambers contacting the AEM side of the BPM. In addition, the AEM needed to be replace 

regularly due to rapid degradation of the membrane due reacting with peroxide species 

produced by the counter electrode, this degradation could be observed from the yellowing of 

the membrane over time. 
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electrolysis experiment was completed each chamber was rinsed with deionized water ten times to 

ensure no contamination from the previous trial. Approximate initial pH was estimated by allowing 

the electrolyte to equilibrate in the cell for 1 hour, this electrolyte was then used as the initial pH 

for that membrane. A charge passed of 4 C was chosen as this was believed to be able to fully 

deionize the interlayer of the membrane assuming the interlayer had a similar thickness and 

equivalent weight as NF. Passing greater than 4 C would limit the accuracy of the measured pH as 

passing more than 6.75 C would result in a final pH less than 2. One hour was chosen as a limit 

for the Faradaic yield experiment as it was observed that there is a measurable crossover of 

electrolysis product into the chamber neighboring the BPM chamber. The final pH of this chamber 

was highly dependent on the experiment time, due to increased crossover of electrolysis product 

ions from the anode to the AEM side chamber of the BPM, because Neosepta AHA is not as highly 

selective as NF. The Faradaic yields discussed in this chapter are calculated from the change in 

pH of the CEM side chamber of the BPM. The Faradaic yield of hydroxide was not reliably 

measured due to the poor stability of the AEM near the anode which caused significant crossover 

of redox products, and thus the reported Faradaic yield for water dissociation are from the 

calculated Faradaic yield of protons. The contribution of water dissociation to the total ionic 

current was calculated by multiplying the current density by the Faradaic yield at each bias, which 

is referred to as water dissociation current density.  
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In each electrolysis experiment, there was a substantial decrease in current overtime. To 

assess whether this was due to initial dialysis of salt out of the BPM, an experiment was conducted 

where the Faradaic yield for water dissociation was measured before and after enough charge was 

passed to dialyze the membrane. Results suggest that dialysis does not explain the decrease in 

current over time because for a PVP membrane under a bias of -1.3 V vs Eoc (Figure 4) the Faradaic 

yield remained nearly constant between the two aliquots (0.008 to 0.009) while the water 

dissociation current density decreased by 60% from 0.1 to 0.04 mA/cm2 whereas under a dialysis 

hypothesis the post-dialysis current should exhibit a larger current density for water dissociation, 

which it did not. We think this is due to the BPM becoming more resistive as the excess salt ions 

are removed from the BPM interface. In addition, the concentration of the electrolyte used in each 

chamber was 1 M, the concentration of the dialyzing chambers should only decrease by a 

maximum of 1% at the end of the experiment (to completely dialyze the chamber would take 192 

C), assuming that there is no diffusion of ions back across the selective membranes. 

Estimation of the uncatalyzed water dissociation current density 
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Figure 2.2.S3. Chronoamperometry at -1.3 V vs E
oc

 of a PVP membrane where the electrolyte 

was removed after 12 C was passed (red arrow), replaced with fresh electrolyte (grey area), 

another 4 C was passed, and then another aliquot collected (blue arrow).  
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 Water dissociation is inherently a slow process, with a zeroth-order rate constant of Kw x 

ka = (10-14 M2) × (1011 M-1 s-1) = 10-3 M s-1 = 10-3 mmol cm-3 s-1 at room temperature and ΔG≠ = 

80 kJ mol-1. Over a 10 nm region, where undesired resistive voltage losses are small even for low 

ionic strength water, this rate corresponds to a current density of ~100 nA cm-2, as 10-3 mmol cm-

3 s-1 x 10-6 cm x 105 mC mmol-1. Although at equilibrium this slow rate of water dissociation is 

equal to the rate of the opposite reaction of water formation, at low overpotentials water formation 

can still occur at > 0.1 A cm-2 because under forward bias of a BPM the concentration of H+ and 

OH– quickly exceeds equilibrium values. For example, at a bias of only 355 mV – meaning 6 

Nernstian shifts at room temperature of (ln 10)RT/F = 59.2 mV – the product of the concentration 

of H+ and OH– increases by 106 resulting in the same enhancement in current density to 0.1 A cm-

2. Water dissociation is not enhanced by this mass action due to the zeroth-order nature of the water 

dissociation reaction. 

Chapter 3. Observation of photovoltaic action from photoacid-modified 

Nafion due to light-driven ion transport.58  

Chapter 3.1. Overview 

Replacing passive ion-exchange membranes, like Nafion, with membranes that use light to 

drive ion transport would allow membranes in photoelectrochemical technologies to serve in an 

active role. Toward this, we modified perfluorosulfonic acid ionomer membranes with organic 

pyrenol-based photoacid dyes to sensitize the membranes to visible light and initiate proton 

transport. Covalent modification of the membranes was achieved by reacting Nafion sulfonyl 

fluoride poly(perfluorosulfonyl fluoride) membranes with the photoacid 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-

tris(2-aminoethylsulfonamide). The modified membranes were strongly colored and maintained a 
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high selectivity for cations over anions. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy, and ion-exchange measurements together provided strong evidence 

of covalent bond formation between the photoacids and the polymer membranes. Visible-light 

illumination of the photoacid-modified membranes resulted in a maximum power-producing ionic 

photoresponse of ∼100 μA/cm2 and ∼1 mV under 40 Suns equivalent excitation with 405 nm light. 

In comparison, membranes that did not contain photoacids and instead contained ionically 

associated RuII–polypyridyl coordination compound dyes, which are not photoacids, exhibited 

little-to-no photoeffects (∼1 μA/cm2). These disparate photocurrents, yet similar yields for 

nonradiative excited-state decay from the photoacids and the RuII dyes, suggest temperature 

gradients were not likely the cause of the observed photovoltaic action from photoacid-modified 

membranes. Moreover, spectral response measurements supported that light absorption by the 

covalently bound photoacids was required in order to observe photoeffects. These results represent 

the first demonstration of photovoltaic action from an ion-exchange membrane and offer promise 

for supplementing the power demands of electrochemical processes with renewable sunlight-

driven ion transport. 

Chapter 3.2. Introduction 

Proton pumps are ubiquitous in biology, where light or adenosine triphosphate drives the 

proton-pumping process to generate a difference in proton activity across a lipid bilayer. 59,60 When 

these nonequilibrium conditions are generated using light, the photoconversion process can be 

termed “photo-voltaic” because light is responsible for the generation of a voltage across the 

membrane. 17,61–67 When proton transport is accompanied by the transport of other ions to maintain 

charge neutrality, the energy storage process is chemical like that in batteries, whereas when 

protons are the only species that are transported, the energy storage process is mostly electric like 
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that in capacitors. 59,60 The most efficient and well-studied solar cells utilize semiconductors with 

pn-junctions and exhibit photovoltaic action by a capacitive mechanism. We aimed to develop an 

artificial light-driven proton pump that operated by the same mechanism but with protons and 

hydroxides serving as the charge-separated species instead of electrons and holes.67 

Several demonstrations of artificial light-driven proton pumps have been reported. 18–20,68,69 

Most reports utilized a nanometers-thick lipid bilayer membrane containing molecular dyes, which 

initiated the proton pumping process by a photoinduced proton-coupled electron-transfer reaction. 

4–6,8,9 The report by Bakker and colleagues was unique, because it used a 30 μm thick microporous 

polyethylene membrane impregnated with merocyanine photoacid dye molecules to sensitize the 

light-to-ionic energy conversion process. 19 The authors observed a ∼210 mV photovoltage using 

bidirectional excitation from a Xe arc lamp. This consisted of visible-light illumination from one 

side of the membrane and ultraviolet-light illumination from the other side of the membrane. 

Although this proton-pumping process utilized an external optical asymmetry, and not an internal 

asymmetry like that present in many semiconductors, the magnitude of the photovoltage was 

independent of the bulk pH, suggesting that the voltage was capacitive, like that observed in state-

of-the-art electronic solar cells. 

Light absorption by a dye molecule ultimately results in a thermally equilibrated excited 

state whose electronic and nuclear configurations differ from those of the ground state. In typical 

dye-sensitized light-to-electrical energy-conversion devices, electron transfer is driven by a change 

in the redox potential of a dye when it is electronically excited.72 In our design, proton transfer is 

driven by a change in the strength of a protic bond of a photoacid dye, and thus its Brønsted acidity, 

when it is electronically excited (Figure 3.1a).73 In aqueous electrolytes at moderate pH, 

thermodynamically a proton dissociates from the protic group of an excited-state photoacid dye 
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and therefore the concentration of free (or solvated) protons increases, via the reaction PA-OH + 

photon → PA-O−+ H+, where PA-OH is the protonated photoacid molecule. For successful 

photoacidic dye sensitization, the free proton must cage escape from the conjugate base of the 

photoacid. Then, in its ground state, the conjugate base of the photoacid is reprotonated by a proton 

donor, e.g., water, to regenerate the initial state of the photoacid with concomitant formation of 

the conjugate base of the proton donor, e.g., OH−.74–76 

 

 

Using this as motivation, we incorporated photoacid dye molecules into Nafion, a 

perfluorosulfonic acid ionomer membrane (PFSA) that is a copolymer with a poly-

(tetrafluoroethylene) backbone and pendant sulfonate groups attached via perfluorovinyl ether 

groups.23 Nafion is the state-of-the-art cation-exchange membrane used in most electrochemical 

technologies, is completely transparent to visible light, and is a permselective polymer with superb 

cationic conductivity.77,78 We intended for Nafion to serve as an optically transparent contact to 

(b) (a) 

Figure 3.1 (a) Scheme showing the proposed sensitization cycle of perfluorosulfonic acid 

ionomer membrane (PFSA) modified with 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-tris(2-

aminoethylsulfonamide) photoacids, including excited-state proton transfer (ESPT). (b) 

Proposed structure of the membrane, where R = −SO2R′ or −H. In the case of R = −H, the amine 

is protonated to form a positively charged ammonium group. 
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selectively collect transiently generated protons at the Nafion−solution interface and therefore 

facilitate photovoltaic action.67,79 Sensitization of Nafion to visible light was achieved through 

covalent modification using photoacid dye molecules, 8-hydroxypyr-ene-1,3,6-tris(2-

aminoethylsulfonamide) (Figure 3.1b), or ionic incorporation of RuII−polypyridyl coordination 

compounds. While cationic dye molecules have been incorporated ionically into Nafion for over 

several decades, covalent modification of Nafion with dye molecules has not been previously 

reported.80–83 

Chapter 3.3. Experimental 

Reagents and Chemicals  

All chemicals were reagent grade and were used without further purification unless stated 

otherwise. The following reagents were used as received from the indicated suppliers: sulfuric acid 

(95%, Fisher Scientific), sodium hydroxide (> 95%, Macron Fine Chemicals), Nafion NR-212 

poly(perfluorosulfonic acid) membrane (2 mil (50.8 μm) thick, equivalent weight (EW) = 1100, 

Ion Power), Nafion sulfonyl fluoride poly(perfluorosulfonyl fluoride) membrane (2 mil (50.8 μm) 

thick, EW = 1100, C.G. Processing), dimethyl sulfoxide (>99.9%, EMD Millipore Corporation), 

tris(2,2′-bipyridyl)ruthenium(II) chloride hexahydrate (98% Acros Organics), and triethylamine 

(>99.5%, EMD Millipore Corporation). Purified 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-tris(2-

aminoethylsulfonamide) was synthesized according to experimental in literature.84 

Chapter 3.3.1. Membrane preparation 

Covalent Modification of Nafion Sulfonyl Fluoride Poly-(perfluorosulfonyl fluoride) with 

Hydroxypyrene-Based Photoacid Molecules. First, 3 mg of the trifluoroacetate salt of 8-

hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-tris(2-aminoethylsulfonamide) was dissolved in 20 mL of isopropyl alcohol. 
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Then to this solution, 75 μL of 1 M NaOH (aq), 45 μL of triethylamine, and a 2 cm × 2 cm piece 

of precast Nafion sulfonyl fluoride poly(perfluorosulfonyl fluoride) membrane were added and the 

reaction was stirred for 7 days at 90 °C, resulting in yellow coloration of the membrane. Inclusion 

of NaOH ensured that after the synthesis no sulfonyl fluoride groups remained. The membrane 

was subsequently and serially immersed in 10 mL of the following, for 20 min each: deionized 

water, 1 M H2SO4 (aq), 1 M NaOH (aq), deionized water. The membrane was then stored in 1 M 

NaCl (aq) until use. FTIR−ATR: 627, 981, 1095, 1144, 1200, 1299, 1632, 2857, 2924, 3513, and 

3663 cm−1. 

 

Ionic Association of Dye Molecules in Nafion. Freshly cut Nafion membrane (2 cm × 2 cm) was 

pretreated by stirring in 1 M H2SO4 (aq) for 1 h. A stock solution of the photoacid dye 8-

hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-tris(2-aminoethylsulfonamide) was prepared by dissolving 20 mg of 

photoacid in 10 mL of 1 M H2SO4 (aq) to a final concentration of 3.4 mM. A stock solution of the 

dye [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 was prepared by dissolving 25 mg of [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2·6H2O in 20 mL of 1 M 

H2SO4 (aq) to a final concentration of 1.6 mM, where bpy is 2,2′-bipyridine. For each dye, 5 mL 

of dye stock solution was added to a scintillation vial along with a 2 cm × 2 cm piece of precast 

Nafion and stirred for 36 h at 80 °C. 

Chapter 3.3.2. Experimental procedures 

Ion Exchange Capacity 

Membranes were dried for 24 h at 80 °C under reduced pressure, and a dry weight was measured 

gravimetrically. The membranes were then rinsed with copious amounts of deionized water and 

then immersed in 20 mL of 1 M HCl (aq) and stirred for 24 h at room temperature. The protonated 

films were then rinsed with copious amounts of deionized water, immersed in 1 M NaCl (aq), and 
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stirred for 24 h at room temperature. The membranes were then removed, and the soaking solution 

was titrated to pH 7 using 10 mM NaOH (aq). Ion exchange capacity (mmol g−1) was calculated 

as the volume (L) of 10 mM NaOH (aq) used to titrate the solution to pH 7 multiplied by its 

concentration (10 mM) and divided by the dry mass of each membrane (g).85,86 

 

Ultraviolet−Visible (UV−Vis) Electronic Absorption Spectroscopy 

Electronic absorption spectra were acquired at room temperature using a UV−Vis 

spectrophotometer (Cary 60, Agilent Technologies) with a resolution of 1 nm. UV−Vis absorption 

spectra were measured by mounting membranes in the beam path, and spectra are reported versus 

a baseline spectrum taken on ambient air and after correction for the nonzero absorption at 750 nm 

due to scattering by subtracting the observed absorbance value at 750 nm from all data points in 

the spectrum. 

 

Infrared Spectroscopy 

Membranes were dried for >24 h at 105 °C and under reduced pressure prior to measurements. 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy in attenuated total reflectance (ATR) detection mode was 

performed on a Jasco FTIR-4700 spectrophotometer equipped with a monolithic diamond ATR 

crystal. Spectra were acquired with a resolution of 1 cm−1 and an acquisition time of 74 seconds, 

and spectra are reported versus a baseline spectrum taken on ambient air. 

 

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

Membranes were dried for >2 h at room temperature and under reduced pressure prior to 

measurements. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was performed using an AXIS Supra by Kratos 
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Analytical with an Al Kα X-ray source (1486.8 eV). Survey scans were taken first, followed by 

high-resolution scans of each element region. The raw data was shifted to higher binding energies 

so that the C 1s binding energy for an sp3 hybridized R−CF2−R′ group corresponded to the 

literature value of 292.2 eV.87 

 

Fluorescence Microscopy 

A custom-built two-photon excitation microscope based on an Olympus FV1000 microscope 

(Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) was used for solution lifetime measurements. Photoacid 

dye was dissolved in either concentrated 12 M HCl (aq) or dissolved in aqueous buffered solution 

and titrated to pH 8. The microscope was equipped with an Olympus 60X UPlanAPO objective 

(numerical aperture of 1.2, water immersion) (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Multiphoton 

excitation was achieved using a mode-locked 80 MHz Ti:sapphire laser (Chameleon Ultra, 

Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA) tunable from 690 to 1040 nm. The laser power was controlled by 

an acoustic optical modulator, and the signal was detected using a two-channel detection unit with 

two photosensor modules (H7422P-40, Hamamatsu Photonics KK). The fluorescence signal 

collected by the detectors was externally amplified and fed to a constant fraction discriminator 

(model 6915, Phillips Scientific, Mahwah, NJ) to produce TTL signals. These TTL pulses were 

counted using a Fast FLIM box (A320, ISS, Champaign, IL) and registered based on the arrival 

time and phase with respect to the excitation laser pulse. The channels were separated with a 

dichroic unit: channel 1, 460/50 nm, and channel 2, 525/50 nm. All data was obtained and analyzed 

using Sim-FCS software (Laboratory for Fluorescence Dynamics, UCI, 

http://www.lfd.uci.edu/globals/, Irvine, CA). 
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For cross-sectional fluorescence imaging, membranes were freshly cut using a razor blade, 

placed between two glass microscope slide supports, and oriented with their large areas parallel to 

the direction of propagation of the incident light output from a user-modified Olympus FV1000 

microscope (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Electrolyte (10 mM HCl (aq)) was introduced 

to the membrane via capillary action by placing a drop between the edges of the microscope slides. 

An Ar-ion laser (LASOS Lasertechnik GmbH, Jena, Germany) with an acoustic optic tunable filter 

enabled 488 nm excitation. Cross sections were imaged at 1024 × 1024 pixels with a pixel dwell 

time of 10 μs and a pixel size of 210 nm. The data was processed using ImageJ to plot mean cross-

sectional intensity profiles across the film thickness. 

 

Photoelectrochemical Procedures 

Platinum electrodes were fabricated by soldering a platinum wire (1 cm long, 300 μm diameter) to 

a piece of insulated tinned Cu wire and inserting and sealing this into a glass tube using two-part 

epoxy (Loctite Hysol 1C). Platinum electrodes were used as the power/current-carrying electrodes 

and were placed on opposite sides of the membrane, with the working electrode (WE) in the acidic 

chamber and the counter electrode (CE) in the basic chamber. Nominally identical saturated 

calomel electrodes (SCEs, KCl saturated) (CH Instruments, Inc.) served as the reference electrodes 

(REs) and were placed on opposite sides of the membrane to measure the potential difference 

across it. The electrochemical cell (Figure 3.2a) consisted of two poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene) 

blocks, each containing a horizontal cylindrical channel with a diameter of 1.54 cm and three 

vertical cylindrical holes on the top of each block, each 0.5 cm in diameter and spaced 1 cm apart 

center-to-center. The electrochemical cell was connected to a potentiostat (VSP-300, Bio-Logic), 

with the two current-carrying leads attached to the platinum electrodes and the two potential-
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sensing leads attached to the reference electrodes. Reported current densities were calculated by 

dividing the external current passed through the potentiostat by the geometric area of the 

membrane exposed to the aqueous electrolyte solution (1.86 cm2). A negative external current 

meant that net electrons moved from the Pt wire CE through the external circuit to the Pt wire WE 

and therefore that there was a positive membrane current, where cations in the electrolyte moved 

toward the Pt wire WE from the basic chamber to the acidic chamber and/or that anions moved in 

the opposite direction, as shown in Figure 3.2b. In the dark, this process occurred under reverse-

bias conditions when the applied bias was less than the so-called open-circuit potential (Eoc). Open-

circuit potentials were measured using galvanostatic chronopotentiometry performed at 0 μA. 

Current densities (J) at each potential (E) were measured using potentiostatic chronoamperometry. 

Rate constants were determined by fitting the rise and the fall for each of the photovoltage and 

photocurrent transients to a single exponential function (y = A exp[−t/τ] + B, with fitted parameters 

of A, τ, and B).  
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All electrochemical data was corrected for baseline drift using a linear−exponential 

combination fit (y = at + b exp[ct + d], with fitted parameters of a, b, c, and d) of the data in the 

dark before illumination started and after illumination ceased. This baseline correction was 

performed in order to deconvolute the photoresponse from the background drift because Eoc 

changed slightly over the course of the experiment due to reduction of the junction potential 

through exchange of Na+ and H+ across the cation-exchange membrane. 

Optical excitation was achieved using continuous-wave light from laser pointers that 

emitted at 405 ± 10 nm (fwhm = 1.96 mm; (1 ± 0.2) × 1018 photon cm−2 s−1), 532 ± 10 nm (fwhm 

= 0.96 mm; (6.472) × 1018 photon cm−2 s−1), or 650 ± 10 nm (fwhm = 1.91 mm; (1.1 ± 0.4) × 1019 

photon cm−2 s−1). Each was calibrated using a knife-edge measurement and a silicon photodiode 

Figure 3.2. (a) Electrochemical cell used to conduct photoelectrochemical experiments 

indicating the locations of the working electrode (WE), counter electrode (CE), and reference 

electrodes (REs) with respect to the locations of the ion-exchange membrane, the acidic and 

basic electrolytes, and the borosilicate glass window. (b) Conditions during forward bias (top) 

and reverse bias (bottom) of the electrochemical cell including the polarization of the 

working/acidic compartment versus the counter/basic compartment, the sign of the applied bias 

(Eapp) versus the open-circuit potential in the dark (Eoc), the sign of the current density at the 

WE through the potentiostat (Jext) and through the membrane (Jmem) (and where all current 

densities reported herein are Jext values), and the predominant ions responsible for current in 

the electrolyte, with arrow sizes that are qualitatively proportional to expected transport 

numbers. 
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detector (FDS100, Thorlabs). Briefly, a razor blade was affixed to a micrometer stage, and 

photocurrent was measured on the silicon detector as a function of the transverse position of the 

blade; the absence of a blade was used to calculate the total photon flux. The derivative of the 

resulting sigmoidal best-fit functions to the light intensity versus blade position were Gaussian 

functions whose maximum value was used to determine the full width at half-maximum of the 

collimated illumination, which was used as the dimension in calculating the approximate square 

illumination area. The absorbed photon fluence rate at 405 nm was calculated by multiplying the 

photon fluence rate at 405 nm by the absorptance of the sample at the 405 nm excitation 

wavelength (1 − 10−Abs405nm). This absorbed photon fluence rate was then converted into an 

equivalent number of Suns excitation by dividing it by the absorbed photon fluence rate expected 

under conditions of excitation by 1 Sun of Air Mass 1.5 Global solar illumination. Using the 

absorption spectrum of PFSA containing covalently bound photoacids (cPFSA) at wavelengths 

less than 550 nm, the equivalent number of Suns excitation was determined to be 40. 

Turnover numbers were calculated from light-generated current density (Jph) values 

measured from 177 consecutive cycles of 30 min of illumination using 405 nm light followed by 

30 min of darkness. For these measurements, the photoactive area was reduced to 0.237 cm2 using 

a Viton sheet to cover the majority of the membrane from being wetted by electrolyte. Electrolyte 

was refreshed every 24 h. 

Chapter 3.4. Results and Discussion 

Chapter 3.4.1. Polymer Materials Synthesis and characterization. 

Covalently modified PFSA (cPFSA) was synthesized by immersing precast Nafion 

sulfonyl fluoride poly-(perfluorosulfonyl fluoride) membrane (PFSF) in an isopropyl alcohol and 

water mixture containing the photoacid, triethylamine, and NaOH (Error! Reference source not f
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ound.a,b). Electronic absorption spectra of cPFSA in both the protonated and deprotonated forms 

(Figure 3.3a) are consistent with spectra of the photoacids dissolved in aqueous solution (Error! R

eference source not found.). Deprotonation resulted in a 0.35 eV bathochromic shift of the lowest-

energy absorption transition. Cross-sectional photoluminescence microscopy images of cPFSA 

indicated that photoacids were present throughout the ∼50 μm thickness of the membrane and that 

the near-surface regions contained fewer photoacids than in the bulk (Figure 3.3b). 

Covalent bonding of photoacids in cPFSA were supported by data shown in Figure 3.4, 

which contains the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra and X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) spectra for Nafion, PFSF, cPFSA, and ionomer membranes containing 

ionically associated photoacids (iPFSA). The characteristic sulfonyl fluoride peaks at 795, 823, 

and 1467 cm−1 present in FTIR spectra of PFSF were undetectable in spectra of cPFSA, which 

was synthesized from PFSF.88–91  This suggests that most sulfonyl fluoride groups were modified 

to sulfonates/sulfonic acids or covalently bound dyes in cPFSA.91–96 Two small peaks were also 

present in the 2800−2950 cm−1 range for iPFSA and cPFSA, which based on previous literature 

reports are consistent with assignment to C−H stretches in the pyrene core of the photoacids 

(Figure 3.S1 and Figure 3.S2). Partial hydration of the membranes precluded accurate 

identification of sulfonate and sulfonamide vibrational modes due to overlap with strong and broad 

vibrational peaks at 1625 and 3530 cm−1, which are characteristic of water in hydrated 

Nafion.91,96,97 
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To learn more about the binding of the photoacids in PSFA, the four samples were analyzed 

using XPS over the range of energies for core emission from O (Figure 3.4b) and C, N, F, and S 

(Chapter 3.6.1, Figure 3.S3). The O 1s core region spectra are diagnostic of the substitution of 

sulfonyl fluoride and clearly show a difference in binding energy between the mixed 

sulfonamide/sulfonate-containing membranes (cPFSA and iPFSA) and the sulfonate-only-

containing membrane, Nafion. Prior literature supports that the higher binding energy peak at >535 

eV is attributed to the ether oxygen atoms in the polymer and that the lower binding energy peak 

at 531−534 eV is attributed to the sulfonyl oxygen atoms.87,97–99 The binding energies of oxygen 

bound to sulfur exhibit a logical trend, SO3
− > SO2NR, based on the convolution of 

electronegativity and electron donating strength of the substituents.99 This trend is observed 

between cPFSA and iPFSA, where the smaller binding energy observed for cPFSA is consistent 

with it having a greater proportion of sulfonamides, due to the formation of covalent 

50 
µm 

(b
)

(a
)

Figure 3.3. (a) Electronic absorption (solid lines) and emission (dashed lines) spectra of cPFSA 

after protonation by strong acid (1 M H
2
SO

4 
(aq); bold lines) or deprotonation by strong base 

(1 M NaOH (aq); thin lines). (b) Cross sectional fluorescence microscopy image of cPFSA 

with the inset depicting the fluorescence intensity versus position. 
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membrane−photoacid sulfonamide bonds, as compared to iPFSA, which only has sulfonamide 

bonds in the photoacid structure itself. 

 

When cPFSA was immersed in 1 M NaOH (aq) for 2 h, there was no visual evidence for 

leaching of dyes into solution. Conversely, when iPFSA was submerged in the same electrolyte, 

desorption of dyes was immediately apparent. Together, the FTIR and XPS spectroscopy results 

and alkaline ion-exchange studies suggest that photoacids reacted with the sulfonyl fluoride groups 

in PFSF and resulted in covalent modification as cPFSA. 

The membranes were also found to be mechanically robust and chemically stable. 

Submerging cPFSA in water, N,N-dimethylformamide, or dimethyl sulfoxide for 7 days at 100 °C 

resulted in no apparent dissolution of the membrane suggesting that the polymer may be cross-

linked. The average ion-exchange capacity for cPFSA was determined to be 0.66 ± 0.06 mequiv/g, 

while Nafion was measured to have an ion-exchange capacity of 0.83 ± 0.07 mequiv/g,100 

indicating that the ion-exchange capacity changed by > 5%, as 1 − ((0.66 + 0.06)/ (0.83 − 0.07)). 

Figure 3.4. (a) Low-energy FTIR−ATR transmission spectra and (b) O 1s XPS spectra for 

Nafion (black), PFSF (red), cPFSA (blue), and iPFSA (green), with each spectrum normalized 

to its largest intensity peak. The key in (a) is also accurate for the data in (b). 
 

O 1s 
(b) (a) 
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Synthesis of cPFSA used 60 mg of PFSF (∼55 μmol of sulfonyl fluoride groups) and 3.2 μmol of 

photoacid. Given that the ion-exchange capacity technique identifies protons associated with 

sulfonates and protons present in the alcohol group of the photoacids, bonding each photoacid 

molecule to the polymer via one sulfonamide does not change the measured ion-exchange 

capacity. The most likely scenario is that each photoacid molecule bonded to the polymer via two 

sulfonamides, therefore replacing two sulfonate protons with one alcohol proton in the ion-

exchange capacity measurement and decreasing the ion-exchange capacity by ~6%, as (3.2/55). 

However, this assumes no cross-linking of cPFSA by the photoacids, which may render some of 

the sulfonates inaccessible to electrolyte. The FTIR spectra of cPFSA and iPSFA do not exhibit 

clear peaks that are characteristic of the photoacid as a powder, making it difficult to assign the 

binding mode of the photoacid (Figure 3.S2). 

Chapter 3.4.2. Assessment of Photoelectrochemical Performance. 

For cPFSA to exhibit photovoltaic action, i.e., a photovoltage and power production when 

illuminated, it must absorb light, separate charge, and collect charge.67 Electronic absorption 

spectra suggest that protonated photoacids in cPFSA absorb visible light. Photoluminescence data 

exhibiting a shoulder at ∼550 nm indicate some radiative decay from specifically deprotonated 

excited-state photoacids in cPFSA (Figure 3.3), supporting the assignment of this process to 

charge separation by excited-state proton transfer. A measurable photovoltage response under 

open-circuit conditions suggests that both charge separation and cage escape of photoliberated 

protons from the solvation environment of the photoacids occurred (Figure 3.5a). Charge 

collection was verified by measurements of the photocurrent densities (Figure 3.5b). Observation 

of a nearly constant steady-state photocurrent from electronically insulating cPFSA supported that 
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illumination resulted in an increase in the rate of ion transport to the current-carrying electrodes of 

the potentiostat.101 

 

The steady-state open-circuit potential across the membrane in the dark, Eoc, was measured 

to be approximately -30 mV. This is ascribed to a liquid-junction electric potential generated by 

the difference in the concentration of protons and Na+ across the membrane.21 The negative sign 

of Eoc is consistent with proton diffusion from the acidic to the alkaline electrolyte that is faster 

than Na+ diffusion in the opposite direction.15 The open-circuit photovoltage in the light versus Eoc 

was measured to be approximately +1 mV. The positive sign of the photovoltage means that 

illumination decreased the magnitude of the electric potential across the membrane, behavior that 

is consistent with the conclusion that the membrane exhibited photovoltaic action. The steady-

state liquid-junction electric potential in the dark and observation of photovoltaic action are 

analogous to conditions in traditional semiconductor pn-junction and Schottky-junction solar cells, 

(a) 

Figure 3.5. (a) Open-circuit photovoltage and (b) photocurrent at a small positive bias for 

cPFSA wetted by 1 M H
2
SO

4 
(aq) on one side of the membrane and 1 M NaOH (aq) on the 

other side of the membrane. Regions highlighted in purple indicate illumination with 405 

nm laser light at 40 Suns equivalent excitation. 

(b) 
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except that equilibration in the dark generates the built-in electric potential in a traditional 

semiconductor. In the presence of inert or acidic electrolyte at the same concentration on both sides 

of Nafion, an electric potential difference was not measured and photovoltaic action was not 

observed. 

While the photovoltaic properties observed for cPFSA are poor, pathways to larger 

efficiencies do exist. For example, assuming that the concentration of photoacids in cPFSA was 

increased to the concentration of sulfonate groups in Nafion, the photocurrent observed herein 

would be expected under conditions of ∼10 times less intense illumination. Moreover, use of a 

bipolar membrane structure instead of a single monopolar ion-exchange membrane would likely 

slow ion leakage and generate much larger built-in potentials.21 This would conceivably result in 

larger photovoltages and therefore larger light-to-ionic energy conversion efficiencies. 

The rise and decay of the photocurrent (τrise = 16 s and τfall = 14 s) and the photovoltage 

(τrise = 10 s and τfall = 10 s) signals were each well described by an exponential process (Figure 

3.S4). The similarity of the rates of all four processes suggests that the current transients were due 

to capacitive charging and/or attaining a steady-state mass-transport regime.15 To further assess 

the photophysical and photochemical properties of the photoacid, the quantum yield of emission, 

ϕem (∼0.29), and rate constants for excited-state deactivation, kr and knr, were calculated for 

photoacids dissolved in acidic aqueous solution (Table 3.S2). Increasing ϕem for photoacids bound 

to cPFSA may be important for attaining large photovoltages because the ultimate efficiency limit 

for photovoltaic devices occurs when the rate-determining recombination process is radiative 

decay of the excited state, and therefore ϕem = 1.102 
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Measurements of the power-producing region of J−E behavior in the light were imperfect 

due to the weak photoresponses and difficulties in generating a stable short-circuit condition, i.e., 

applying a bias precisely equal to Eoc. However, additional chronoamperometry measurements 

sup-ported the conclusion that cPFSA exhibited photovoltaic action because the sign of Jph, 

calculated as the difference in the light versus dark current densities, was independent of the sign 

of the applied potential (Figure 3.5b and Figure 3.6). For a solar cell, Jph is the contribution to the 

current that results from optical excitation, and in the ideal case it is a constant value irrespective 

of potential bias.67,79  In practice, this value is at least single-signed over the power-producing 

region, behavior that was observed for cPFSA in this region and beyond (Supporting Information, 

Figure 3.S6). 
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Diagrams of the membrane under forward bias or reverse bias conditions are shown as 

insets to Figure 3.6a, with clear indication of the expected type and direction of majority cation 

flux. While these fluxes have not been measured directly, precedent from related Nafion 

membranes supports that these processes are likely occurring. Given the experimental setup, a 

negative value for Jph is consistent with light driving net cation transport into the compartment 

with a large concentration of protons. Because the dyes are photoacids, our hypothesis is that the 

observed behavior is specifically due to light-driven proton transport against a pH gradient, 

behavior that is consistent with photovoltaic action. 

The previous data do not preclude that thermal effects from local heating were at least in 

part responsible for the observed behavior. Nafion has been shown to have a Seebeck coefficient 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.6. Chronoamperometry data in the dark and under illumination (highlighted regions) 

for cPFSA (blue) wetted by 1 M H
2
SO

4 
(aq) on one side and 1 M NaOH (aq) on the other side 

of the membrane. (a) Data measured under forward bias (left, and top inset) and reverse bias 

(right, and bottom inset) and for Nafion impregnated with Ru(bpy)
3

2+
 (black), under the same 

conditions. (b) Spectral response, reported as J
ph

 values after correction for a dark current 

density of 1.4 ± 0.6 μA/cm
2
, when illuminated with laser light at 405 nm (purple), 532 nm 

(green), and 650 nm (red), colored, respectively. 

Membrane

H+
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that depends on the relative humidity, bias, and/or temperature.103 For relative humidities >50%, 

the Seebeck coefficient was observed to be negative, with a reported maximum magnitude value 

of -2 mV/K. This implies that increasing the local temperature could result in behavior consistent 

with photovoltaic action. Therefore, a comparison was made between cPFSA and Nafion 

containing ionically associated Ru(bpy)3
2+ dyes, iPFSA-Ru (Figure 3.6a). Ru(bpy)3

2+ dissolved 

in aqueous solution exhibits a large nonradiative rate constant and a quantum yield of emission 

that is smaller than that observed for the photoacids dissolved in aqueous solution (ϕem < 0.07 for 

Ru(bpy)3
2+ and ϕem ≈ 0.29 for the photoacid).104 Notwithstanding, Jph values for cPFSA were 

observed to be orders-of-magnitude larger than for iPFSA-Ru, which implies that the observed 

photovoltaic action for cPFSA was not due to local heating caused by nonradiative decay of the 

excited-state photoacids or electron-transfer/energy-transfer to dissolved O2 in the aqueous 

electrolyte. 

The photocurrent response of cPFSA was over an order-of-magnitude larger when 

illuminated with 405 nm light in comparison to illumination with 532 or 650 nm light, whose 

photon fluxes were each more than six times larger (Figure 3.6b). This further supports the 

conclusion that photovoltaic action was due to optical excitation of the photoacids and not due to 

other optical effects. Also, over the course of a 177-h experiment, the total number of charges 

passed was calculated to be 3.55 μmol. Given that the maximum concentration of dyes within the 

entire 4 cm2 film was 3.2 μmol, and that the membrane area in direct contact with the electrolyte 

and illuminated was 0.237 cm2, the photoacids exhibited a turnover number of >18 and the 

photocurrent response was stable over the course of the experiment, meaning the sensitization 

process was regenerative/photocatalytic and not stoichiometric. 
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Chapter 3.5. Conclusions.  

Using PFSA modified with photoacid dye molecules, 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-tris(2-

aminoethylsulfonamide), a first-of-its-kind synthetic polymer membrane light-driven proton pump 

was demonstrated. Bonding of photoacids to the polymer was supported by results obtained using 

FTIR−ATR spectroscopy and XPS, and clear differences in the transport of ionically associated 

dyes when in contact with strongly alkaline aqueous electrolyte. cPFSA was shown to undergo 

excited-state proton transfer and exhibited photovoltaic action with a turnover number of >18. 

Maximum photoresponses were Jph ≈ 100 μA/ cm2 and ∼1 mV open-circuit photovoltage under 

40 Suns equivalent excitation with 405 nm light. This behavior was clearly different (at least an 

order-of-magnitude larger Jph) than that observed for Nafion that contained ionically associated 

Ru(bpy)3
2+ dyes or cPFSA illuminated with 532 or 650 nm light. This new class of dye-sensitized 

ion-exchange materials is capable of alleviating power demands from electrochemical processes 

such as electrodialysis and electrolytic generation of acid and base. 
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Chapter 3.6. Supplemental Information. 

Chapter 3.6.1. Material characterization 

 

 

 

Figure 3.S1. Electronic absorption spectra of photoacids in solution (dashed lines) and 

incorporated into cPFSA (solid lines) after protonation by strong acid (1 M H2SO4 (aq); 

bold lines) or deprotonation by strong base (1 M NaOH (aq); thin lines).   
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Figure 3.S1. FTIR–ATR spectra of Nafion, PFSF, cPFSA, and iPFSA with an inset 

highlighting the 2600 – 3800 cm-1 region. 

Figure 3.S2. FTIR–ATR spectra of cPFSA, iPFSA, and photoacid powder. 
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 N 1s O 1s 

F 1s S 2p 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e
) 

Figure 3.S3. XPS core emission spectra of C, N, O, F, and S from Nafion (black), 

PFSF (red), cPFSA (blue), and iPFSA (green). 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

τ = 9.7 sec 
τ =10.3 sec 

τ = 14.0 sec 
τ = 15.9 sec 

Figure 3.S4. Kinetics for the growth and decay of the (a, b) open-circuit photovoltage and (c, 

d) photocurrent at a small positive bias, each overlaid in red with a non-linear least-squares best 

fit to an exponential function. 
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Chapter 3.6.2. Determination of the quantum yield of emission 

The quantum yield of emission from the photoacid dissolved in aqueous solution was 

determined using protocols listed in the IUPAC technical report on the determination of the 

quantum yield of emission from dilute dye solutions.105 Briefly, three optically dilute solutions 

each containing reference molecules, norharmane and quinine sulfate, or the photoacid were 

characterized at various concentrations (Figure 3.S6 and Figure 3.S7). Photoluminescence (PL) 

spectra were recorded using an excitation wavelength of 350 nm and a slit width of 5 nm, and the 

PL intensities were corrected for the wavelength-dependent response of the detector and optics 

reflectance, as well as inner-filter effects using the following equation:106  

PLIcorr =PLIobs10
(
A𝜆𝑒𝑥 +A𝜆𝑒𝑚

2
)
 

 Eq 3.1 

 

Figure 3.S5. Jph–E behavior of cPFSA wetted by 1 M H2SO4(aq) on one side of the membrane and 

1 M NaOH(aq) on the other side of the membrane, showing that the Jph is negative over the entire 

200 mV range. 
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where A𝜆𝑒𝑥  is the absorbance at the excitation wavelength and A𝜆𝑒𝑚  is the absorbance at the 

emission wavelength. Values for the quantum yield of emission are shown in Table 3.S1 and 

Table 3.S2, and were calculated using the following equation: 

Ф𝑒𝑚 =ФRef (
𝑚

𝑚Ref
) (

𝑛2

𝑛Ref
2 ) 

Eq 3.2 

 

where Ф𝑒𝑚, m, and n stand for the quantum yield of emission, the slope of the trend line of 

integrated photoluminescence intensity versus absorbance at the excitation wavelength (cps), and 

the refractive index of the solvent, respectively, and the subscript Ref stands for the reference 

molecule. The reference molecules were cross-calibrated against each other to validate the 

experimental technique and assess reproducibility (Table 3.S1). 
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norharmane norharmane 

quinine sulfate quinine sulfate 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) 

Figure 3.S6. (a, c) Absorbance and (b, d) photoluminescence (λex = 350 nm) spectra at varying 

concentrations of (a, b) norharmane and (c, d) quinine sulfate, each dissolved in aqueous 0.1 M 

H2SO4. (e) Integrated photoluminescence (PL) intensity as a function of absorbance at 350 nm 

for both reference molecules. 
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Table 3.S1. Cross-calibration of reference molecules in aqueous 0.1 M H2SO4. 

Compound Calculated Ф𝑒𝑚 Literature value for Ф𝑒𝑚 

Norharmane 0.59 0.58 107 

Quinine 

Sulfate 
0.53 0.54 108 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) 

acidic acidic 

alkaline alkaline 

Figure 3.S7. (a, c) Absorbance and (b, d) photoluminescence (λ
ex

 = 350 nm) spectra at varying 

concentrations of the photoacid in (a, b) highly acidic aqueous solution (12 M HCl) and (c, d) 

basic aqueous solution (pH 8). (e) Integrated photoluminescence (PL) intensity as a function of 

absorbance at 350 nm at these two extreme pH values. See Table S3.2 for conditions. 
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Table 3.S2 Photophysical properties of the photoacid in solution in its protonated and 

deprotonated states. 

Solution 
Predominant 

species 

Refractive 

index 
Ф𝑒𝑚

 a, c 
τ d 

(ns) 

kr 

(s-1) 

knr 

(s-1) 

Aqueous 

concentrated 

HCl (12 M) 

ROH/ROH* 1.42 b 
0.286 ± 

0.004 
3.9 7 x 107 18 x 107 

Aqueous 

0.001 M tris 

buffer, pH 8 

RO–/RO–* 1.33 109 
0.118 ± 

0.002 
6.0 2 x 107 15 x 107 

a Average ± standard deviation from two calculations, one using each reference. 

b Calculated by plotting, fitting, and extrapolating refractive index versus HCl concentration data 

from the work of Olsen and Washburn.110 

c Determined from fluorescence spectroscopy, λex = 350 nm. 

d Determined using two-photon fluorescence-lifetime imaging microscopy, λex = 900 nm. 
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Chapter 4. Conversion of Visible Light into Ionic Power Using Photoacid-Dye-

Sensitized Bipolar Ion-Exchange Membranes.57  

Chapter 4.1. Overview 

For over half a century, it has been recognized that the classical physics that dictates the 

behavior of hydrated ion-exchange membranes, such as Nafion, and semiconductors, such as 

doped silicon, are similar. However, no demonstrations of photovoltaic action from ion-exchange 

materials existed. We recently reported a synthetic light-driven proton pump derived from an ion-

exchange membrane. Absorption of light by covalently bound photoacid molecules resulted in 

photovoltaic action. This design lacked a second permselective membrane contact, which limited 

its performance. Here, we report an ~60-fold increase in the photovoltage through use of a bipolar 

membrane structure consisting of a cation-exchange membrane affixed to an anion-exchange 

membrane. The junction between the layers was characterized in detail using electrochemistry, 

scanning electron microscopy, spectroscopy, and thermal gravimetric analysis. Our results 

represent considerable progress toward a device that directly converts sunlight into ionic 

electricity, which has implications for direct solar desalination of salt water. 
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Chapter 4.2. Context and scale. 

Access to clean and potable water is one of the top issues facing humanity and is expected 

to become even more pressing in the next several decades. While efficient and renewable energy 

technologies could supply the power needed to generate potable water, advances are slow and are 

in general incremental from prior demonstrations. Moreover, the developing world cannot afford 

current clean water solutions, yet the majority of the four billion people expected to be under water 

stress in approximately the next decade will live in the developing world. In the long term, it is 

expected that newly developed nations with large gross domestic product and an established grid 

or micro-grid infrastructure will utilize state-of-the-art cost-effective plant-scale technologies for 

clean water generation, such as those based on osmosis, distillation, or electrodialysis. In the 

immediate near term, an inexpensive technology to desalinate water could support economic 

development. 

Chapter 4.3. Introduction. 

It has been over three-quarters of a century since the discovery of the semiconductor pn-

junction diode, which later led to the advent of other functional circuit elements, such as the 

transistor and the integrated circuit.111 These circuit elements enable many of today’s advanced 

technological capabilities, including the digital camera, computer, cell phone, and solar cell. Less 

than 15 years after the discovery of the semiconductor pn-junction, a publication by Fuller 

compared water to a semiconductor,112 indicating that the equations that approximate equilibrium 

carrier concentrations in non-degenerate semiconductors are the same as those that dictate the 

concentration of protons and hydroxides in water. Several years later, the first electronic pn-

junction solar cells were developed and within just 2 years after their discovery, a sunlight-to-

electricity power conversion efficiency of > 6% was demonstrated.113,114 Around this time, work 
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by Bockris and colleagues showed that water, with the proper permselective membrane contacts 

for protons and hydroxides, could behave like traditional diodes and exhibit ionic current 

rectification.115 Although the analogy of water to an electronic semiconductor had been clearly 

articulated,116 there was little evidence to suggest that researchers attempted to fabricate solar cells 

based on water as the ‘‘protonic semiconductor,’’ most likely because the properties of water result 

in rates of ion transport and ion lifetimes that are much smaller than rates of electron transport and 

electron lifetimes in high-quality electronic semiconductors. It was not until 20 years later, in 1978, 

that Prof. George Murphy briefly outlined several possible means to convert light into ionic power 

through photodriven transport of protons and hydroxides;117 however, there are no publications 

that report experiments related to Murphy’s purely ion-transporting concepts in the absence of 

Faradaic charge transfer. Today, 40 years later, no one has demonstrated experimentally or 

theoretically that an ionic analog to the electronic pn-junction solar cell can be made for sunlight-

to-ionic-electricity power conversion. Here, we describe the fabrication and photoelectrochemical 

evaluation of such a device and also include a perspective on outlooks for its practical use. 

To further support the notion that water is a ‘‘protonic semiconductor,’’ we compare the 

fundamental concepts of doped electronic semiconductors with water-containing ion-exchange 

membranes. Standard physical equations that describe properties of traditional electronic pn-

junction semiconductors are introduced along with analogous concepts for water-containing ion-

exchange membranes. One rationale to support that water is a ‘‘protonic semiconductor’’ is based 

on its conductivity: it is insulating until doped or heated.118 For example, the room temperature 

conductivity of electrons and holes in undoped crystalline silicon (~5 µS cm 1)112,119 is only 

several orders of magnitude larger than that of protons and hydroxides in deionized water (~5 × 

10-2 µS cm-1),15,120 because in each there exists a small concentration of free charge carriers. 
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Moreover, the number of charge carriers in each system increases as the temperature increases or 

through doping, both indicative of semiconducting behavior.118 

The device physics of an electronic pn-junction diode are well described by Poisson’s 

equation, the Fermi function, and the continuity equations, which include generation and 

recombination of free charge carriers and drift and diffusion transport processes.67 Fixed dopant 

distributions, equilibration between regions of differing electrochemical potential, and Poisson’s 

equation are used to predict properties of the electrostatic space-charge region that results from 

equilibration across a junction formed between two different phases. These same processes and 

phenomena can occur using water that is doped differently across a junction. Addition of small 

amounts of strong acid or strong base dopes water; however, fixing the location of these dopants 

so that a space-charge region can form between these two different aqueous phases requires an 

ion-impermeable separator or a scaffold for the acidic and basic functionalities. An example of the 

latter is the ion-exchange membrane, which contains large concentrations of hydrated acidic or 

basic dopants covalently bound to a polymer scaffold. When the counterions of these dopants are 

mobile protons and/or hydroxides, equilibration occurs with aqueous contacting phases resulting 

in charged groups covalently bound to the polymer that do not have nearby mobile counterions. 

These separated unscreened fixed charges have associated electric fields, which generate space-

charge regions and an electric potential difference between them that is termed a Donnan 

potential.121 The only fundamental difference in the electronic versus ionic processes is that the 

thermodynamics and resulting free carrier concentrations are determined by Fermi-Dirac statistics 

for traditional electronic semiconductors and by Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics for water.122 The 

differences in statistical approximations are insignificant, because in most cases the physics of 
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electronic semiconductor devices are calculated with sufficient accuracy when Maxwell-

Boltzmann statistics are used to describe the concentrations of free charge carriers.122 

In addition to Poisson’s equation and statistical thermodynamics that are used to determine 

properties at thermal equilibrium, the continuity equations describe transient non-equilibrium 

processes, including those at steady state. These equations include those that describe the rates of 

free carrier generation and recombination, which in the dark satisfy a straightforward equilibrium 

process: 2A ⇋ A– + A+. The equilibrium constants for this reaction are the square of the intrinsic 

carrier concentration (ni
2) for electronic semiconductors and the autoprotolysis constant for water 

(Kw) and other solvents (Kap). By the law of mass action, each of these equilibrium constants equals 

the product of the activities, and approximated by concentrations, of the free anionic charge 

carriers (aA–) and free cationic charge carriers (aA+).123 This relation does not contain aA because 

it is often assumed that A has standard-state activity. Under illumination, both aA– and aA+ increase, 

and therefore the system is no longer in thermodynamic equilibrium. While generation and 

recombination dictate the steady-state concentration of free charge carriers during illumination, 

drift and diffusion are the predominant processes that dictate transport in electronic 

semiconductors.67 These same processes are responsible for ionic transport in quiescent solutions 

as dictated by the Nernst-Planck equation.121  These conditions set the stage for an ionic diode 

based on water, or other solvent, that transports ions (protons and hydroxides) instead of electrons 

and holes. 

Most highly efficient solar cells contain a semiconductor pn-junction, and therefore they 

rely on internal electric fields to generate the asymmetry required for photovoltaic action.67 These 

internal electric fields assist in charge separation and result in selective contacts for electrons and 

holes.67,79,124 This means that electron transport is asymmetric, such that the rate of transport from 
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the conduction band into states that form the low-resistance electron-selective contact is faster than 

the rate of trans-port from the low-resistance electron-selective contact to the valence band. 

Analogous processes occur for holes. A pn-junction based on water has been previously 

demonstrated by Bockris and colleagues over 50 years ago using ion-exchange membranes and 

water as the semiconductor.115 They used a bipolar ion-exchange membrane architecture, which 

consisted of a cation-selective layer containing fixed sulfonate groups and mobile proton 

counterions as p-type dopants in intimate contact with an anion-selective layer containing fixed 

quaternary ammonium groups and mobile hydroxide counterions as n-type dopants. This is the 

architecture that we employ here. 

The most efficient single-junction solar cells absorb light using a crystalline semiconductor 

with an electronic bandgap energy (Eg) of 1.1–1.4 eV.102 This bandgap range represents an ideal 

balance of beneficial sunlight absorption and wasteful energy loss due to thermalization of 

electrons and holes to the semiconductor band edges.102 The bandgap energy of an electronic 

semiconductor is defined as the difference in the minimum energy (Ec) of the effective electronic 

states near the bottom of the conduction band (Nc) and the maximum energy (Ev) of the effective 

electronic states near the top of the valence band (Nv), by the following equation:28 

𝐸g = 𝐸c − 𝐸v = 𝑘𝐵𝑇ln (
𝑁c

𝑛i
) − 𝑘𝐵𝑇ln (

𝑛i

𝑁𝑣
) = −𝑘𝐵𝑇ln (

𝑛i
2

𝑁c𝑁v
)    Eq 4.1. 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant (1.381 × 10-23 J K-1), T is the temperature (in units of K), ni
2 

is the equilibrium constant (in units of M2), and Ec and Ev are referenced to the condition when Nc 

= Nv = ni. The Nc and Nv terms correct the equilibrium constant for non-unity maximum 

concentration of charge carriers near the band edges. Solvents have analogous energy gaps, which 

we term ‘‘protonic energy gaps.’’ As examples, we approximate the protonic energy gap at 298.15 

K, Eg, of water to be 1.03 eV and the protonic energy gap of ethanol to be 1.28 eV, both generally 
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in the optimal range of energy gaps for solar-cell applications. (See Supplemental Derivation in 

the supplemental information for calculations of these Eg values.) The phrase protonic energy gap 

is not meant to imply that either of these solvents have bands of electronic states like those in 

crystalline electronic semiconductors. Rather, by analogy to electronic semiconductors and shown 

in Figure 4.1, we define the protonic energy gap as the difference in the energy for deprotonation 

of all solvent molecules and the energy for protonation of all solvent molecules. Therefore, for 

water we set Nc = Nv = [H2O] = 55.5 M and ni
2 = Kw = Kap = 10-14.0 M2 at room temperature and 

for ethanol we set Nc = Nv = [CH3CH2OH] = 17.1 M and ni
2 = Kap = 10-19.15 M2 at room 

temperature.120 While these energies form the approximate extremes of the pH scale and are 

analogous to standard-state conditions, intermediate pH values, which are related to the chemical 

potential of protons, are possible based on the equilibrated distribution of protonated and 

deprotonated solvent molecules. Also by analogy to an electronic semiconductor where absorption 

of light results in reduction of a state in the conduction band and oxidation of a state in the valence 

band to form an electron-hole pair, light-driven dissociation of solvent molecules (e.g., for water, 

2H2O + light → H3O
+ + OH–) results in two charged species with energies that differ by Eg. This, 

however, does not mean that the open-circuit photovoltage (Voc) in either case equals Eg/q, where 

q is the elementary charge (1.602 × 10-19 C). In electronic semiconductors, light-driven quasi-

Fermi-level splitting dictates the maximum observed photovoltage of a solar cell fabricated using 

that semiconductor.67,124 For water, light-driven dissociation of water molecules results in two 

quasi-electrochemical potentials whose difference (divided by q) is the maximum possible 

photovoltage (Figure 4.1), and is equivalent to the following equation: 

𝑉oc =
2.303𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
(p𝐾w − pH − pOH)    Eq 4.2. 
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where pM = –log(M). (See Supplemental information for derivation of equation 4.2.) 

Qualitatively, pKw encompasses the concentrations of charge carriers at thermal equilibrium, while 

pH and pOH represent the concentrations of charge carriers under any condition, e.g., at thermal 

equilibrium, under illumination. 

 

An important distinction between water and an electronic semiconductor is the number of 

possible charge-carrier types.116 In most electronic semiconductors, the only charge carriers are 

electrons and holes, whereas in membranes wetted by aqueous electrolytes, in addition to OH– and 

H+, mobile counterions and other inert salt species may also be present. This arises due to imperfect 

exclusion of ions from ion-exchange membranes. Including all of these charge carriers in analyses 

of the drift-diffusion semiconductor device physics equations are necessary to determine the actual 

processes expected to occur in water-containing ion-exchange membranes. However, inclusion of 

Figure 4.1. Semiconductor and Bipolar Ion-Exchange Membrane Energy-Level Diagrams. 

Energy-level diagrams, focusing on the junction region, for an electronic (e
–
,h

+
) pn-junction 

semiconductor or an ideal aqueous protonic (H
+
,OH

–
) bipolar ion-exchange membrane consisting 

of a homogeneous cation-exchange membrane (CEM; p-type) and a homogeneous anion-exchange 

membrane (AEM; n-type): before the two phases are in physical contact (left), after contact and at 

thermal equilibrium (middle), and after contact and during light-driven generation of charge 

carriers (right). Electronic energies for the semiconductor are reported before ‘‘protonic energies’’ 

for the bipolar membrane and are separated by a slash (/). Shown are relative energies of the two 

charge-carrier states, 𝑬𝐧 (𝒌𝑩𝑻 𝐥𝐧 (
𝑵𝐜

𝒏𝐢
) =  𝑬𝐜 𝒌𝑩Τ 𝑻 𝐥𝐧 (

[𝐇𝟐𝐎]

ඥ𝑲𝐰
)) and 

𝑬𝐩 (𝒌𝑩𝑻 𝐥𝐧 (
𝒏𝐢

𝑵𝐯
) =  𝑬𝐯 𝒌𝑩Τ 𝑻 𝐥𝐧 (

ඥ𝑲𝐰

[𝐇𝟐𝐎]
)) (black lines), relative spatial distributions of the electric 

potential for negative charge carriers (as an energy), −𝒒Ф (same black lines), and relative energies 

of the (quasi-)electrochemical potentials for each charge carrier (see key), −µ̅
𝐡+

= 𝑬𝐅,𝐡+ −µ̅
𝐇+

Τ  

(blue), where E
F
 is the Fermi level and the standard Gibbs free energy of formation of H

2
 and O

2
 

were each chosen so that µ𝐇𝟐𝐎
𝐨 = 𝟎. 
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other ions will not likely affect the resulting physical properties of water-containing ion-exchange 

membranes to a large extent, because at moderate concentrations of acid or base, low 

concentrations of counterions are expected to be present in the ion-exchange membranes.121 Other 

differences between water and an electronic semiconductor are the mechanisms for thermal 

generation and recombination of charge carriers. However, this is not unique, because even among 

solar cells based on electronic semiconductors, a variety of possible mechanisms and elementary 

reaction steps for recombination are possible.67 And so while differences in mechanisms and rate 

constants result in various overall properties, each can result in electronic semiconductors or 

‘‘protonic semiconductors’’ that exhibit current rectification and enable photovoltaic action. While 

the aforementioned facts support that water is a protonic semiconductor, the challenge that 

remained for realizing a solar cell based on water was a means by which to convert the energy in 

light into spontaneous dissociation of water into protons and hydroxides. 

This work follows up on our recent report of a photoacid-dye-modified monopolar Nafion 

cation-exchange membrane that generated a photocurrent and photovoltage consistent with 

protons being transported against a pH gradient, and opposite to the thermodynamically favored 

direction.58 The photoacid dye molecules converted light into an increase in chemical potential of 

protons (decrease in pKa), which leads to deprotonation in the excited state and generation of free 

protons. Upon relaxation of the photoacid molecules to their ground states, reprotonation was 

favored thermodynamically. Therefore, it was hypothesized that the ground-state photoacid 

molecules were protonated through deprotonation of water, resulting in the formation of 

hydroxides. In that report, no net power was generated because of rapid and continuous ion 

crossover across the membrane due to use of a single monopolar ion-exchange membrane with a 

large pH gradient across it. Here we report a bipolar ion-exchange membrane structure, to prevent 
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most of the ionic crossover, functionalized with the same photoacid dye molecules. A first-of-its-

kind stable membrane system was developed that converts visible light into net ionic power and 

generates a photovoltage that is ~60 times larger than that reported previously for photoacid-dye-

modified monopolar Nafion cation-exchange membranes. 

Chapter 4.4. Results and discussion 

Chapter 4.4.1. Fabrication and Characterization of Dye-Sensitized Bipolar Ion-

Exchange Membranes. 

Photoacid-sensitized bipolar membranes (PSBMs) were fabricated by laminating and 

annealing a dye-sensitized monopolar cation-exchange membrane with covalently bound 

photoacid dyes, cPFSA, to a commercial monopolar anion-exchange membrane, AHA (Figure 

4.2). The resulting PSBM was deeply colored and preserved the absorbance peaks of the original 

cPFSA membrane in its protonated form (Figure 4.3a and Figure 4.S1). After soaking PSBM in 

1 M NaOH (aq), its visible-light-absorbing peak exhibited a bathochromic shift, consistent with 

the behavior in cPFSA only, but the peak also broadened considerably (Figure 4.3a and Figure 

4.S1). Peak broadening could be due to formation of aggregates125 or an electro-absorption Stark 

effect caused by local electrostatic fields at the interface of cPFSA and AHA, cPFSA|AHA, a 

phenomenon that is commonly observed in analogous electronic dye-sensitized solar cells and 

organic photovoltaics.126–128 Photoluminescence spectra indicate that both protonation states of the 

photoacids in PSBM emit predominantly from their deprotonated excited states, which is desired 

for the in-tended light-driven proton release (Figure 4.3b). However, the acidic form of PSBM 

also exhibited significant emission from the protonated excited state of the photoacids where net 

proton transfer did not occur. This inefficient charge separation process limits the photocurrent of 
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PSBM. To overcome this, photoacids that are more acidic in their thermally equilibrated excited 

states are needed. 

 

 Thermal gravimetric analysis was performed on cPFSA and AHA to evaluate the thermal 

stability of the polymers relevant to the membrane annealing process required for fabrication of 

PSBM. At temperatures below 135 °C and under a flow of argon gas, there was a loss of < 8% 

mass in cPFSA and AHA, which was attributed to loss of water (Figure 4.2c and Figure 4.S2). 

The AHA membrane showed significant decomposition at temperatures above 200 °C. Although 

the thermal stability of AHA has not been thoroughly reported in the literature, many quaternary-

ammonium-based anion-exchange membranes undergo three decomposition events.129–132 The 

first decomposition event is typically loss of absorbed water, which occurs at temperatures below 

100 °C; the second decomposition event is decomposition of the ammonium groups, which occurs 

Figure 4.2. Dye-Sensitized Bipolar Ion-Exchange Membrane. Arrangement and chemical 

compositions of structures in photoacid-dye-sensitized bipolar ion-exchange membrane, PSBM, 

and proposed transport processes. Photoexcitation of a covalently bound 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-

tris(2-aminoethylsulfonamide) photoacid molecule (blue) results in a decrease of its pKa followed 

by deprotonation and proton transport in the cation-selective layer. Subsequent protonation of the 

photoacid molecule in its ground state is followed by hydroxide transport in the anion-selective 

layer. Initial charge separation is proposed to be driven by local electric fields at the interface of 

the two layers. 
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at temperatures ranging from 140 °C to 200 °C; and the third decomposition event is degradation 

of the main chain of the polymer at temperatures greater than 250 °C (Figure 4.3c and Figure 

4.S2).129–132 Additional stability tests performed on AHA showed the expected ~4.5% weight loss 

over the first ~4 min due to dehydration, followed by only a 0.5% weight loss with prolonged 

heating at 120 °C for 4 h (Figure 4.S3). This suggests that little degradation of AHA occurred 

during the fabrication of PSBM, which was annealed at 120 °C for 4 h during fabrication.  

 

Cross-sectional scanning electron micrographs of a typical section of PSBM were used to 

assess the physical properties of PSBM. The cPFSA layer was observed to range from ~30 to 50 

µm thick (Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.S4), which was significantly thinner than before annealing 

(~51 µm). The AHA layer was observed to be 210 ± 20 µm thick (Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.S4), 

consistent with reported thicknesses from AHA data sheets.133 The cPFSA|AHA interface was 

smooth with no large voids and no evidence of delamination (Figure 4.4a and Figure 4.4b), and 

these membranes exhibited the best photoelectrochemical performance. Some PSBMs exhibited 

Figure 4.3. Spectroscopic and Gravimetric Characterization of Dye-Sensitized Bipolar Ion-

Exchange Membranes. (A and B) Transmission-mode electronic absorption spectra (A) and 

photoluminescence (PL) spectra (B) of cPFSA after soaking it in 1 M HCl (aq) (red) and in 1 M 

NaOH (aq) (black), PSBM after soaking it in 1 M HCl (aq) (green) and in 1 M NaOH (aq) 

(purple), and native AHA (gray). (C) Thermal gravimetric analysis data during a temperature 

ramp for the sodium form of cPFSA (blue) and chloride form of AHA (dark yellow). See also 

Figure 4.S1, Figure 4.S3, and Figure 4.S8. 

a) b) c) 
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the opposite sign of the photovoltage, but with a magnitude that was more than ten times smaller. 

Cross-sectional scanning electron micrographs of these membranes showed noticeable defects and 

regions of poor adhesion at the cPFSA|AHA interface (Figure 4.S4). PSBM had been soaked in 

1 M KCl (aq) prior to measurements and elemental maps are consistent with this, showing 

predominant localization of potassium in the cPFSA layer and chlorine in the AHA layer, and 

where cPFSA is apparent by the large number of counts for fluorine and sulfur (Figure 4.4c– 

Figure 4.4f). Significant exclusion of co-ions from each membrane further corroborates that each 

membrane layer remained highly selective for cations or anions after annealing them together. 

Additional elemental maps are shown in Figure 4.S5. 

 

  

Figure 4.4. Electron Microscopy of Dye-Sensitized Bipolar Ion-Exchange Membrane. (A–F) 

Representative scanning electron micrographs of the interface of cPFSA and AHA layers in 

PSBM as a (A) wide view and (B) zoomed in view. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

elemental maps for (C) chlorine, (D) potassium, (E) fluorine, and (F) sulfur. See also Figure 4.S4 

and Figure 4.S5. 
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Chapter 4.4.2. Photovoltaic Action Requires Light Absorption by Dyes. 

The photoelectrochemical properties of PSBM were assessed when it separated aqueous 

electrolytes consisting of 10 mM HClO4 (aq) and 10 mM KOH (aq), and therefore roughly pH 2 

and pH 12, in part to prevent strongly alkaline conditions that are known to rapidly degrade most 

anion-exchange membranes.134 Figure 4.6 is a schematic of the electrochemical cell and Figure 

4.7 is a schematic of the processes that occur during bias polarization. Under this condition, the 

initial value of the open-circuit potential in the dark (Eoc) across PSBM was measured to be –400 

± 200 mV (Table 4.S1), which decreased in magnitude slowly over time at a rate of 0.17 mV/min 

for a PSBM with Eoc = –535 mV (Figure 4.S6). If PSBM behaved as a perfectly ion-selective 

bipolar membrane, then wetting it by aqueous acid on the cPFSA cation-exchange-membrane side 

and aqueous base on the AHA anion-exchange-membrane side should generate a net built-in 

electric potential difference across the membrane consistent with the following formula:21 

𝐸oc =
𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
ln (

[H+]eq
base

[H+]eq
acid)    Eq 4.3. 

where [H+]eq
phase

 is the bulk concentration of protons in each electrolyte in the dark (in units of 

M). equation 4.3 predicts that Eoc = –592 mV at 298.15 K; however, the extreme concentrations 

of protons and hydroxides in each chamber imply that even small imperfections and/or 

incorporation of co-ions could alter this value significantly.21 This expected value for Eoc is due to 

formation of three built-in electric potential differences, one across each interface: acid 

solution|cPFSA, cPFSA|AHA, and AHA|base solution. The value of the Donnan potential across 

each membrane-solution interface is dictated by the difference in concentrations of ions on either 

side of the interface and these Donnan potentials oppose the built-in potential of the space-charge 

region across the cPFSA|AHA interface. However, the net sign and magnitude of Eoc are 

dominated by the potential across the space-charge region at the cPFSA|AHA interface. 
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PSBM exhibited a photocurrent measured at a small applied bias versus Eoc (Jph-sc) of –5 

±4 µA/cm2 and an open-circuit photovoltage versus Eoc (Voc) of +60 ±50 mV, and with a best-

performing cell Voc = 121 mV (Table 4.S1 and Figure 4.S7). Eoc and Voc were also measured using 

a high-impedance digital multimeter, instead of a potentiostat, to monitor the potential between 

the two nominally identical reference electrodes, and very similar behavior was observed. 

Previously, for cPFSA alone we reported Eoc = –30 mV, Voc = 1 mV, and Jph-sc = –100 µA/cm2. 58 

These data indicate that incorporation of a second membrane contact for OH– in the form of AHA 

increased the magnitude of Eoc by a factor of ~10 and increased Voc by a factor of ~60, but 

decreased the magnitude of Jph-sc to ~5% of that observed for state-of-the-art cPFSA alone.58 The 

increase in the magnitude of the potentials when AHA was introduced is reasonable because this 

second membrane layer attenuated cation leakage across the membrane therefore increasing the 

magnitude of Eoc. Assuming Eoc is dictated solely by the potential drop across the space-charge 

region, the value of Voc is less than the magnitude of Eoc,
67 and therefore, a larger magnitude Eoc 

also translated to larger Voc values. The decrease in the magnitude of the photocurrent for PSBM 

could be due to formation of a well-defined and stable space-charge region that is expected to be 

on the order of several nanometers thick,24,43 beyond which cPFSA is strongly acidic. Most 

photogenerated carriers in the space-charge region will charge separate and be collected if the drift 

length is larger than the width of the space-charge region. The drift length is often much larger 

than the width of the space-charge region in traditional pn-junction solar cells. This may not be 

true for photoacid-sensitized bipolar ion-exchange membranes, but unfortunately the drift length 

cannot easily be calculated for conditions where the electric field is not constant and recombination 

is a second-order process.67 Carriers photogenerated outside of the space-charge region must first 

diffuse to the space-charge region located across the cPFSA|AHA interface to charge separate and 
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be collected. The maximum distance that minority charge-carrier hydroxides can diffuse to the 

space-charge region prior to recombination, 𝑙diff, is calculated using the one-dimensional diffusion 

equation for the root-mean-square displacement, 

𝑙diff = √𝐷𝜏      Eq 4.4. 

where D is the diffusion coefficient (cm2 s-1) and 𝜏 is the lifetime (s). The room temperature 

diffusion coefficient of hydroxides in water is DOH– = 5.26 × 10-5 cm2 s-1.15 Recombination likely 

occurs by diffusion-limited association of protons and hydroxides with a second-order rate 

constant of 1.3 × 1011 M-1 s-1, 135,136 and given 0.54 M protons in protonated Nafion,137 the pseudo-

first-order rate constant is 7.0 × 1010 s-1, and thus, 𝜏 = 1.4 × 10-11 s. This results in 𝑙diff = 0.3 nm 

and suggests that efficient collection of photogenerated charges occurs on the scale of several 

nanometers across the cPFSA|AHA interface, even though each monopolar membrane is >50 µm 

thick. Based on the equivalent number of Suns excitation in cPFSA of 0.65 and the measured 

percent transmittance of cPFSA at 405 nm, which was ~6% based on the –log(% transmittance 

[T]) value of ~1.2 (Figure 4.S8), an equivalent of ~0.04 Suns of light reached the junction formed 

across the cPFSA|AHA interface. This value was determined by calculating the percent of incident 

light that was transmitted through cPFSA, %T × (incident Suns) = %T  ×(Suns/[1 – % T]). This 

~15-fold decrease in illumination intensity may explain the similar decrease in Jph-sc between 

cPFSA and PSBM, because the previous photoelectrochemical results for cPFSA used 40 Suns 

equivalent excitation and with a junction responsible for charge separation that likely consisted of 

a potential drop across the entire cPFSA.58 

PSBM exhibited photovoltaic action as demonstrated by a shift in the J–E data into 

quadrant IV which is consistent with cations being transported against a pH gradient to the more 

acidic compartment (Figure 4.5a). Assuming that the photoacid is liberating protons when 
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illuminated, this suggests that protons are being transported opposite to their favorable direction 

of diffusion in the dark and therefore that visible-light illumination results in net photovoltaic 

action. The substantial increase in hysteresis between PSBM under illumination versus in the dark 

is explained by an increase in the number and distribution of mobile charge carriers at the 

cPFSA|AHA interface (Figure 4.5a). Hysteresis is a common phenomenon in many 

electrochemical systems, and notably in the hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite solar cells where 

ions are weakly mobile.138–140 The sluggish transport kinetics in ion-exchange membranes support 

that hysteresis is likely due to transient changes in ion distributions even at very slow scan rates, 

although Eoc returns to its original value after the electrolyte is refreshed. Spectral response 

measurements using PSBM showed a photocurrent response with 405 nm laser light excitation, 

but not with 532 nm laser light excitation that delivered > 5 times as many photons per second 

(Figure 4.5b). A Nafion|AHA bipolar membrane that did not contain photoacid dye molecules 

showed zero photoresponse when illuminated with the same laser light sources (Figure 4.b). To rule 

out ionic current resulting from photoinduced electron transfer between photoacid molecules and 

dissolved O2, measurements were performed that carefully excluded O2 from the cell and 

electrolyte. Use of deoxygenated electrolyte resulted in very similar photoelectrochemical 

performance to ambient electrolyte (Figure 4.S9). These data support that sensitization of PSBM 

to visible light by photoacid dye molecules enables its photovoltaic action. 
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Chapter 4.5. Conclusions. 

An arrangement for a light-driven proton pump was reported that mimicked the structure 

of a traditional electronic pn-junction diode used in efficient solar cells. Photoacid-sensitized 

bipolar ion-exchange membranes were fabricated and their physical, optical, and 

photoelectrochemical properties were compared with those of a monopolar cation-exchange 

membrane modified with photoacid dyes reported previously. Good adherence at the interface of 

the polymer layers of the photoacid-sensitized bipolar membrane was found to be crucial for 

efficient photovoltaic action. Use of a strongly adhering anion-exchange membrane with near-

conformal contact with the dye-sensitized cation-exchange membrane resulted in an increase in 

Figure 4.5. Photovoltaic Action from Dye-Sensitized Bipolar Ion-Exchange Membrane. (A) 

Cyclic voltammograms in the dark (blue), under illumination with 405 nm laser light (purple), 

and in the dark again after introducing fresh electrolyte (dashed blue) for PSBM wetted by 10 

mM HClO
4 

(aq) on one side of the membrane and 10 mM KOH (aq) on the other side of the 

membrane. The direction of each linear potential sweep is indicated by the arrows. (B) Spectral 

response of PSBM (black) and Nafion|AHA (red), reported as J
ph-sc

 values after correction for a 

small dark current, when illuminated intermittently with 532 nm laser light (green) followed by 

405 nm laser light (purple), highlighted by these respective colors. See also Figure 4.S6, Figure 

4.S7, Figure 4.S9, and Table 4.S1. 
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the magnitude of the built-in potential by a factor of ~10, a ~60-fold increase in the photovoltage, 

and a ~20-fold decrease in the magnitude of the photocurrent over analogous monopolar 

membranes. These observations are consistent with the formation of a stable and thin space-charge 

region at the interface of the two polymer layers. Photovoltaic action occurred when the incident 

light was absorbed by the protonated version of the photoacid even in the absence of O2. 

Chapter 4.6. Outlook. 

Access to clean and potable water is one of the top issues facing humanity and is expected 

to become even more pressing in the next several decades.141,142 While efficient and renewable 

energy technologies could supply the power needed to generate potable water, advances are slow 

and are in general incremental from prior demonstrations. Moreover, the developing world cannot 

afford current clean water solutions, yet the majority of the four billion people expected to be under 

water stress in approximately the next decade will live in the developing world.141 Therefore, in 

the absence of enormous altruism from governments, companies, and philanthropic organizations, 

people in developing nations will suffer and many will die, especially children. In the long-term, 

it is expected that newly developed nations with large gross domestic product and an established 

grid or micro-grid infrastructure will utilize state-of-the-art cost-effective plant-scale technologies 

for clean water generation, such as those based on osmosis, distillation, or electro-dialysis. In the 

immediate near term, an inexpensive technology to desalinate water could support economic 

development.141 Presented here is the first step toward an inexpensive, yet rapid, solar-powered 

water desalination device that mimics a traditional pn-junction solar cell and is powered by a solar 

cell based on water as the semiconductor. We expect a water solar cell to be well-suited to drive 

processes that only require ion motion, such as desalination. Toward this, we report a design for 

direct solar desalination of salt water by an integrated photodialysis process where at no time 
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during operation is electronic current generated.143 Visible light drives charge separation of protons 

and hydroxides, which in turn drive anions (Cl–) and cations (Na+) out of a secondary 

compartment, forming aqueous HCl, NaOH, and less salty water (Figure 4.).117,20 This is a 

delineation from electrodialysis, a leading technique to generate potable water from saltwater 

sources, where electronic current must be converted into ionic current via Faradaic interfacial 

electron transfer reactions. The Faradaic reactions are often water electrolysis, a process that 

requires >1.23 V, which is wasted as heat during the conversion of electronic current into ionic 

current. (See Supplemental information for a thermodynamic comparison of [solar-driven] 

electrodialysis and integrated solar photodialysis.) Integrated solar photodialysis only requires 

relatively simple and inexpensive plastic ion-exchange membranes, like those based on 

polyethylene terephthalate, polyacrylamide, or polystyrene, and does not require relatively 

expensive electronic semiconductors such as silicon. Also, the proposed mechanism for the 

photoacid dye molecules does not include electron transfer and therefore, exquisite chemical 

stability of the polymer membranes is not required. This differs from most electrochemical 

technologies where expensive and robust membranes such as Nafion are required to maintain 

membrane integrity even in the presence of reactive and/or free-radical intermediates. While still 

far from practical, the largest photovoltage that we reported here is more than half that needed to 

desalinate NaCl in sea water (~600 mM NaCl (aq)) to potable water (~10 mM NaCl (aq)) and all 

that is needed to convert moderately saline brackish water (~100 mM NaCl (aq)) to potable 

water.144,145 A pathway exists for further development of this concept and of the functional 

materials required for this behavior. 
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Figure 4.6. Proposed Dialysis Processes. Schematic representation of the major charge- 

transport processes that occur during electrodialysis or photodialysis. During electrodialysis, the 

lightning bolt represents an electric bias between the anode (left) and the cathode (right) (top 

vertical lines) to drive water electrolysis (1.5H
2
O → 0.25O

2 
(left) + H

+ 
(left) + 0.5H

2 
(right) + 

OH
– 

(right)). During solar photodialysis, the lightning bolt represents visible light that is 

absorbed in PSBM (top vertical lines) to drive water dissociation (H
2
O → H

+ 
(left) + OH

– 
(right)). 
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Chapter 4.7. Experimental Procedures. 

Reagents 

Purified 8-hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-tris(2-aminoethylsulfonamide) (2.1) was synthesized according to 

literature.84 cPFSA membranes were prepared as previously reported58 (and presented in Chapter 

3). The following materials were used without purification: sulfuric acid (95%, Fisher Scientific), 

sodium hydroxide (> 95%, Macron Fine Chemicals), potassium hydroxide (88%, Fischer 

Scientific), perchloric acid (70%, Alfa Aesar), Nafion sulfonyl fluoride EW = 1,100 (C.G. 

Processing), and Neosepta® AHA anion-exchange membrane (Astom Corporation). 

 

Fabrication of Photoacid-Sensitized Bipolar Membrane 

Bipolar (ion-exchange) membranes sensitized with photoacid dye molecules, PSBMs, were 

constructed by laminating a monopolar cPFSA cation-exchange membrane to a monopolar 

Neosepta® AHA anion-exchange membrane and annealing them. To facilitate adhesion between 

the two monopolar membranes, the two-layer membrane assembly was placed between two silica 

glass slides and pressed mechanically together using two strong neodymium magnets. This 

membrane assembly was then immersed in 5 mL of deionized water in a 50 mL Teflon sleeve and 

in a stainless-steel autoclave that was sealed and heated in a muffle furnace for 4 h at 120 °C after 

a heating ramp of 5 °C/min. 
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UV-Visible Electronic Absorption Spectroscopy 

Electronic absorption spectra were acquired at room temperature using a transmission-mode UV-

visible spectrophotometer (Cary 60, Agilent Technologies) with a resolution of 1 nm. Membranes 

were placed in the beam path, and the reported spectra were baselined on a spectrum of ambient 

air and corrected for the non-zero signal at 600 nm due to scattering by subtracting the signal at 

600 nm from all data points in the spectrum. Membranes were soaked in either 1 M HCl (aq) or 1 

M NaOH (aq) prior to measurements to mimic conditions of PSBM under photoelectrochemical 

evaluation. 

 

Photoluminescence Spectroscopy 

Photoluminescence spectra were acquired at room temperature using a fluorescence 

spectrophotometer (Cary Eclipse, Agilent Technologies) with excitation light at 350 nm, matched 

slit widths of 5 nm, and detection in a right-angle geometry. Data were corrected for the 

wavelength-dependent response of the detection system. Membranes were soaked for 3 days in 

either 1 M HCl (aq) or 1 M NaOH (aq) prior to measurements being taken with fresh solution, to 

mimic conditions of PSBM under photoelectrochemical evaluation. 

 

Thermal Gravimetric Analysis 

Thermal gravimetric analysis was performed under an atmosphere of argon gas using a platinum 

pan with a heating ramp of 10 °C/min and a maximum temperature of 850 °C (TGA Q500, TA 

Instruments). Membranes were soaked in 1 M NaCl (aq) for 1 day prior to evaluation. 

 

Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy 
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Cross-sectional scanning electron micrographs were acquired at a 1 kV bias and 0.1 nA beam 

current (Magellan 400L XHR, FEI). Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy maps were performed 

at a 15 kV bias and 0.8 nA beam current using an 80 mm2 silicon drift detector (INCA software, 

Oxford Instruments). Membranes were soaked in 1 M KCl (aq), rinsed with copious amounts of 

deionized water, dried in ambient air for 3 days, and dried under reduced pressure for 4 h 

immediately prior to imaging. 

 

Electrochemical Experiments 

All electrochemical experiments were performed using a potentiostat (VSP-300, Biologic 

Science) in four-electrode measurement mode with a setup and protocol similar to those reported 

previously,20,31 but with minor modifications as noted here. PSBM separated the two 

compartments of an H-cell that was made of poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene) with three 0.5 cm holes 

drilled through the top of each cell and a 1.54 cm diameter bore hole through the center of the 

poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene) block. Two saturated calomel electrodes (SCEs) were used as the 

potential-sensing reference electrodes and two platinum mesh electrodes were used as the power-

supplying working and counter electrodes, with one of each placed on either side of PSBM (Figure 

4.7). Each electrochemical experiment used 10 mM HClO4 (aq) in the acidic chamber and 10 mM 

KOH (aq) in the alkaline chamber. All electrochemical data shown in Figure 4., Figure 4.S6, and 

Figure 4.S7 were from the best-performing PSBMs, whereas values reported in the text are from 

four functional PSBMs and are reported as the mean ± SD. 
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Reported current densities were calculated by dividing the external current passed through 

the potentiostat by the geometric area of the membrane exposed to the aqueous electrolyte solution 

(1.86 cm2). To follow the J–E convention used in our previous publication58 and prior literature 

reports of J–E behavior of bipolar membranes where the working electrode is on the acidic side of 

the bipolar membrane, and therefore P1 is the working electrode in Figure 4.,22,33,43,146 current and 

voltage data that were measured with P2 as the working electrode were multiplied by –1. This 

correction was applied to the data reported in Figure 4., Figure 4.S6, and Figure 4.S7, and the data 

from mem2S0 and mem7S1 in Table 4.S1. After applying the correction, or for the data where P1 

was the working electrode (Figure 4.S9 and the other entries in Table 4.S1), forward (reverse) 

Figure 4.7. Electrochemical Cell for Assessing Dye-Sensitized Bipolar Ion-Exchange 

Membranes. Electrochemical cell and simplified circuit diagram for the photoelectrochemical 

experiments. Light was shone through the borosilicate glass window and into the acidic 

chamber where the incident beam contacted the dye-sensitized layer. The electric potential was 

measured across the membrane using two nominally identical saturated calomel (reference) 

electrodes (SCE). The ionic current was measured as the electronic current that passed through 

the potentiostat and between the Pt mesh electrodes (P1 and P2). 
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bias is the condition where a positive (negative) potential was applied to the P1 working electrode, 

as shown in Figure 4.. Open-circuit potential (Eoc) was measured immediately prior to cyclic 

voltammetry measurements using galvanostatic chronopotentiometry performed at 0 µA and was 

found to be +535 mV. Then, cyclic voltammetry was performed versus Eoc by scanning from 0 V 

to –1 V (under reverse bias) to +0.3 V (under forward bias) at a scan rate of 20 mV s–1. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. Electrochemical Terms for Dye-Sensitized Bipolar Ion-Exchange Membranes. (a and 

b) Schematic representations of the electrochemical response of PSBM under (a) forward bias or 

(b) reverse bias polarization. Shown are the regions of the dye-sensitized cation-selective layer 

(cPFSA, yellow), the proposed interfacial space-charge region (light blue), and the anion-selective 

layer (AHA, green) as well as the proposed majority processes that occur during each condition 

and the effect that illumination has on ion transport. Except for the light-driven processes indicated 

at the bottom, these same processes occur in the dark. Eapp is the external applied potential, Eoc is 

the open-circuit potential measured in the dark, Jext is the net electronic current density flowing 

through the potentiostat, and Jmem is Jext but with respect to the membrane. 

 

All light experiments were performed using a visible-light-emitting laser pointer with 

wavelength of 405 ± 10 nm (full width at half maximum [fwhm] = 1.96 mm; [1 ± 0.2] × 1018 

photon cm–2 s–1) or 532 ± 10 nm (fwhm = 0.96 mm; [6.47 ± 2] × 1018 photon cm–2 s–1). Lasers 

were calibrated using a previously reported procedure (also discussed in Chapter 3.3).58 An upper 

bound for the equivalent number of Suns from the 405 nm light source over the area of excitation 

was calculated to be 40 times the absorbed photon flux rate expected from 1 Sun of air mass 1.5-
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global solar illumination. This was calculated using the previously reported procedure58 (also 

discussed in Chapter 3) and the absorption spectrum of protonated PSBM. Assuming that charge 

carriers delocalized across the entire membrane area, the equivalent number of Sun excitation was 

more accurately 0.65. This value was determined by correcting 40 Suns for the ratio of the area of 

the collimated excitation beam and the area of the membrane wetted by the aqueous electrolyte 

solution ([π × (0.5 3 0.196 cm)2]/[1.86 cm2]). This is a reasonable assumption given that the 

observed photoresponse was similar when the excitation light was expanded to the size of PSBM 

wetted by the aqueous electrolyte solution. Light was incident from the acidic cPFSA side of 

PSBM because AHA is opaque and highly scattering. To deconvolute the photoresponse from the 

dark current, the photocurrent values at near-zero applied bias, Jph-sc, reported in the spectral 

response (Figure 4.5b), deoxygenated experiments (Figure 4.S9), and membranes (Table 4.S1) 

were each corrected for background drift by subtracting an exponential linear combination fit of 

the dark regions before and after illumination (y = at + b exp[ct] + d, with fitted parameters of a, 

b, c, and d). 

 

Effect of O2 on the Photoelectrochemical Performance. 

To evaluate the effect that O2 had on the observed photoelectrochemical behavior, several 

experiments were conducted using PSBM under an argon atmosphere. The electrochemical cell 

containing PSBM was placed in a large plastic bag and sealed, the electrolyte was sparged with 

argon gas for 30 min prior to running the experiment, and the head space was continuously purged 

with argon gas during the measurements. 
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Chapter 4.8. Supplemental Information. 

Chapter 4.8.1. Supplemental Data 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.S1. Related to Figure 4.3. Transmission-mode electronic absorption spectra of PSBM 

after soaking it in 1 M HCl (aq) (green) and in 1 M NaOH (aq) (purple), corrected for the spectrum 

of AHA only, and compared to cPFSA after soaking it in 1 M HCl (aq) (dashed red) and in 1 M 

NaOH (aq) (dashed black). Each spectrum is corrected for scattering by subtracting its value at 

600 nm from all data points in the spectrum. 
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a) b) 

Figure 4.S2. Related to Figure 4.3. Thermal gravimetric analysis data and its derivative during 

a temperature ramp for (a) cPFSA (red; derivative is dashed blue) and (b) AHA (grey; derivative 

is dashed black). 

Figure 4.S3. Related to Figure 4.3. Semi-logarithmic plot of thermal gravimetric analysis data 

over time for AHA after a quick temperature ramp to 120°C, the temperature used to anneal 

cPFSA to AHA for fabrication of PSBM. Four hours is the time used to anneal cPFSA to AHA 

for fabrication of PSBM and is indicated by the vertical dashed line. 
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Figure 4.S4. Related to Figure 4.4. Representative scanning electron micrographs of PSBM 

that exhibited poor photovoltaic action and poor adhesion of the cPFSA and AHA layers as 

evidenced by the presence of several ~20 µm voids (yellow arrows) as a (a) wide view and (b) 

zoomed in view. 

a) 

AHA 

b) cPFSA 

AHA 

100 µm 10 µm 
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Figure 4.S5. Related to Figure 4.4. a) Representative scanning electron micrograph of PSBM 

and (b – h) energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy elemental maps for each element with a 

significant signal. The scale bar in panel a is also valid for the data in panels b – h. 
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Figure 4.S6. Related to Figure 4.5. Open-circuit potential chronopotentiometry data for PSBM 

wetted by 10 mM HClO4(aq) on one side of the membrane and 10 mM KOH(aq) on the other 

side of the membrane in the dark showing the loss of the open-circuit potential and its rate. 

a) b) 

Figure 4.S7. Related to Figure 4.5. Open-circuit potential chronopotentiometry data in the 

dark and under illumination with 405 nm laser light (highlighted regions) for the best-

performing PSBM wetted by 10 mM HClO4(aq) on one side of the membrane and 10 mM 

KOH(aq) on the other side of the membrane (a) before correction for baseline drift (black; 

best-fit baseline drift (dashed red)) and (b) after correction for baseline drift. 
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Figure 4.S8. Related to Figure 4.3. Absorption + Scattering spectra reported as –

log(%Transmittance) of PSBM wetted by 10 mM HClO4(aq) on one side of the membrane and 

10 mM KOH(aq) on the other side of the membrane (orange), an undyed bipolar membrane 

consisting of Nafion and AHA wetted by the same electrolytes (green), and water (black) 

measured in situ in a modified electrochemical cell that contained two borosilicate glass 

windows. 
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Figure 4.S9. Related to Figure 4.5. Baseline-corrected chronoamperometry data measured at 

a small applied reverse bias in the dark and under illumination with 405 nm laser light 

(highlighted region) for PSBM wetted by ambient 10 mM HClO4 (aq) on one side of the 

membrane and 10 mM KOH (aq) on the other side of the membrane (black) and the same 

electrolyte after being thoroughly deoxygenated (blue). 
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Membrane 
Open-Circuit Potential, 

Eoc (mV) 

Photovoltage, Voc 

vs Eoc (mV) 

Photocurrent Density, Jph-

sc (µA cm
-2

) 

Mem1S0 -350 25 -7.0 

Mem2S0 -524 58 -0.5 

Mem7S1 -535 121 -9.5 

Mem7S2 -106 19 -2.5 

Mean -400 60 -5 

Standard 

Deviation 
200 50 4 

 

  

Table 4.S1. Related to Figure 4.. Dark open-circuit potentials, open-circuit photovoltages 

under illumination, and dark-corrected photocurrent densities under illumination for PSBM. 
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Chapter 4.8.2. Supplemental Derivations 

Derivation SI 4.1. Calculation of the "protonic energy gap" of water and ethanol. Related to 

equation 4.1. 

Using Equation 4.1, 

𝐸g−water = −
2.303𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
log (

𝐾w

𝑁c𝑁v
) = −

2.303𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
log (

10−14.0M2

(55.5M)(55.5M)
) = −

2.303𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
(−17.49) =

1.035eV  

𝐸g−ethanol = −
2.303𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
log (

𝐾s

𝑁c𝑁v
) = −

2.303𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
log (

10−19.15M2

(17.1M)(17.1M)
) = −

2.303𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
(−21.62) =

1.279eV  

Derivation SI 4.2. Derivation of Equation 4.2. 

Using the definition of the open-circuit photovoltage,16 

|𝑉oc| =
1

𝑞
(Δ�̅�p + Δ�̅�n) 

 

=
1

𝑞
((�̅�p − �̅�p

eq
) + (�̅�n − �̅�n

eq
)) 

 

         =
1

𝑞
((�̅�H+ − �̅�

H+
eq
) + (�̅�OH− − �̅�OH−

eq
)) Eq 4.S1 

where 

�̅�H+ = �̅�
H+
eq

+ 𝑘𝐵𝑇 ln (
𝑎H+

𝑎
H+
eq ) 

 

�̅�OH− = �̅�OH−
eq

+ 𝑘𝐵𝑇 ln (
𝑎OH−

𝑎OH−
eq ) 

Eq 4.S2 

and �̅�𝑖 and 𝑎𝑖 are the electrochemical potential and activity, respectively, of species 𝑖, and eq stands 

for equilibrium. 

Substituting Eq 4.S2 into Eq 4.S1 one obtains, 
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|𝑉oc| =
1

𝑞
(𝑘𝐵𝑇 ln (

𝑎H+

𝑎
H+
eq ) + 𝑘𝐵𝑇 ln (

𝑎OH−

𝑎OH−
eq )) 

 

          =
𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
ln (

𝑎
H+

𝑎OH−

𝑎
H+
eq

𝑎OH−
eq ) 

Eq 4.S3 

Recalling that 𝐾w = 𝑎
H+
eq
𝑎OH−
eq

 and substituting it into Eq 4.S3 one obtains, 

|𝑉oc| =
𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
ln (

𝑎H+𝑎OH−

𝐾w
) 

 

         = −
2.303𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
log (

𝐾w

𝑎H+𝑎OH−
) 

 

         =
2.303𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
(p𝐾w − pH − pOH) Eq 4.S4 

Notably, the middle expression resembles that of Equation 4.1, but with Nc and Nv replaced by the 

concentration-dependent activities of OH– and H+, respectively.  
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Derivation SI 4.3. Calculation of the minimum thermodynamic potential required for dialysis of 

sea water to potable water. Related to Figure 4.6. 

The potential required to transport NaCl from nearly potable water (~10 mM) to sea water (~600 

mM) can be calculated using the Nernst equation,44,45 and is proposed to be the minimum potential 

required for integrated solar photodialysis (ISPD), 

𝐸ISPD = 𝐸o −
2.303𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
log (

𝑎
Na+
out 𝑎Cl−

in

𝑎
Na+
in 𝑎Cl−

out) ≈ 𝐸o −
2.303𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
log (

[Na+]out[Cl−]in

[Na+]in[Cl−]out
)  

𝐸ISPD = −
2.303𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
log (

(0.6M)(0.6M)

(0.01M)(0.01M)
) = −

2.303𝑘𝐵𝑇

𝑞
log(3600) = −0.21V  

The potential to perform the same process by (solar-powered) electrodialysis requires additional 

energy to drive Faradaic electron-transfer reactions,7 which often constitute water electrolysis, 

𝐸ED = 𝐸ISPD + 𝐸waterelectrolysis
o = (−0.21V) + (−1.23V) = −1.44V. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusions 

 

This dissertation focuses on the development of a technology that could save lives in the 

future by providing an inexpensive and safe technology to protect water security in emergency 

situations. These motivations were discussed in Chapter 1 along with the minimum parameters 

which an ISPD device would need to achieve to become feasible.   

 Chapter 2 details two studies of the J–E characteristics of a commercial BPM and a series 

of custom BPM made from poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene oxide). The first study depicted the 

J–E characteristics with neutral salt, concentrated acid and base, and combination of acid, base, 

and salt as electrolyte. Due to the behavior around Eoc it was theorized that under a chemical bias 

of ~0.8 V vs Eoc. In the second study measured the water dissociation efficacy of different 

functional groups at low and high applied bias. It was found that functional group which could 

catalyze both water protonation and deprotonation effectively, predicted by its pKa ~ 7, preformed 

significantly better than functional group whose pKa was far away from 7.   

Chapter 3 described the synthesis and photoelectrochemical properties of photoacid-

sensitized monopolar membranes. The binding mode of the photoacid in Nafion was characterized 

through ATR-FTIR, XPS, and IEC measurements, and concluded that each photoacid was likely 

bound through 2 linkers with a total dye binding content of ~ 5 %. The photoresponses were found 

to be photoconductive as the sign of photoresponse did not change irrespective with the sign of 

illumination or net current. Comparisons between an ionically bound Ru(bpy)3
2+ in Nafion vs the 

photoacid functionalized membranes provided evidence that the photoresponses were not solely 

due to non-radiative heating of the membrane.   
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Chapter 4 detailed the addition of an anion selective layer to the previously reported 

photoacid-sensitized Nafion membrane. The inclusion drastically increased the performance, up 

to 60 times those seen in the monopolar membranes, where photovoltages of up to 140 mV were 

observed. Several control experiments were conducted and showed that the photoresponsed 

increased when degassed electrolyte was used indicating that the photoresponses were not due to 

a quenching event with dissolved O2.  
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Appendix A NMR spectroscopy 

 ~25 – 30 mg of each polymer was dissolved in 0.75 mL of CDCl3 and mixed thoroughly 

until no precipitate was observed.  
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